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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This research program was designed to compare the exterior blast

noise and vibration environment during a stone quarry blast with

the blast noise and vibration environment produced inside typical

i nearby dwellings. It was found that in all cases the ground-born_

vibration from a blast produced more noise and vibration inside than

outside a dwelling. The typical air blast that follows shortly

T after the ground wave may produce even more noise and vibration

inside than the excitation from the ground wave. A large choice

) of transfer functions was determined to compare the outdoor blast
L

_, noise and ground vibration to the indoor noise and vibration for
) .

ioJ typical dwellings during a quarry blast.

i,i Current Information Available on Quarry/ Blast Noise and

iX Vibration

: At the t_me this research program was initlat_d, the blast noise

and ground vibration described by peak-over-pressure and peak

ground velocity measurements wsr_ already well understood. The

Bureau of Mines ]lad published several reports containing data

that described the relationship between these peak levels and

the distance from the blast and th_ maximum charge per delay of

. the blast, I'2 Thes_ data also showed that p_ak values correlated

w_ll with structural damage and window breakage. Time history
]I

and frequency spectra m_ssuremsnts have b_en made of blast noise

_ _ and vibration inside and outside of dwellings by tile Bureau of

Mines 3 and Ksmperman Associates Inc. 4 Th_se data show that there



arc two separate waves outside (a ground-borne wave and an airborne

wave) and each wave causes both sound and vibration signals within

dwellings.

The effects of weather conditions on the airborne blast wave have

also been renoarehcd previously. 3-5 At distances of several kilom-

eters from the blast, the temperature gradient, wind speed and

direction, and wind gradient greatly control the peak-over- _
_t

pressure. At lesser distances of a few kilometers the wind speed

and direction are the most significant parameters in the prDpaga-

tion of the air blast beyond the quarry or open pit mine

property.

Studies on the psychological effects of impulse signals such as

quarry and open pit min_ blasting have also be_n done previously. 7-I0

The most rec_nt reports on impulse noises suggest that a C-weighted

1-second integration of the sound wav_ may be used to describe

the human reaction. 8'I0 1[uraan annoyance to vibration correlates

well with peak v_locitle, above 2 to 8 Hz (depending upon the

direction) end p_sk acceleration below those frequencies. A

frequency-weighted p_ak acc_leratlon m_asurem_nt has been proposed

by XSO as an approximation to this. 9

Only limited information has b_en published on reducing the noise

and vlbration from quarry end open pit mine blasting• However,

this information does suggest that improved blasting techniques
produce lower-level sound and ground velocity signals. 6

4
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_ 1.2 purpose of This Research Study

The purpose of this study was to determine the transfer function

of the outdoor ground wave and air wave produced by a blast
quarry

to the indoor vibration and sound found in typical dwellings. The

_- indoor vibration and sound were to be compared to accepted criteriaK,

descriptors of human annoyance produced by impulsive sound and

iJ vibration. The outdoor signals were to be compared to past measure-

ment descriptors of quarry blasts. Schemes predicting the magnitude

of the blast, given the distance from the blast and the maximum
t-

[. charge par delay, wore also studied to better understand the

I overall blast noise and vibration phenomena.
The objective of this study wan to r_search a very small segment

I of the overall problem of annoyance to residents inside typlcnl

12 dwellings arising from blasting activities at nearby stone quarries.

Subjective responses of human annoyance to blasting were not con-sidered in this study, l|salth and welfare considerations ware

explicitly excluded. Ths _tudy concentrated only on determining

simple, objective 'measures to monitor ground-borne vibration an_

airborne blast noise outside and predict the noise and vibration

inside a typical dwslling. The indoor and outdoor blast noise

and vibration descriptors were selected to be compatible with the i

physical descriptors currently being used by othe_ organizations

concerned with various aspects of blast noise and vibration

phenomena. The organizations of principal concern were_ EPA,
t

TSO, BuMines, CERL, Department of the Army, AMRL/DDA at ?_PAFB and
i

HUD. The results Of the 1975 quarry blast noise study for Illinois

IEQ are included with the results of this study for EPA.

--3--
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2.0 SUM RY
2.1 Blast Noise and Vibration Descriptors

Determining Vie transfer function for typical dwellings by measuring _:_
the outdoor blast noise and vibration and comparing it with the

indoor blast noise and vibration cnn b_ accomplished in a variety

of ways. The main concern of this study was to select descriptors

that directly related to measurement mathodologias already commonly

in use, simple dsscriptors that would best describe th_ response '3
of ths dwalllng to _is blast noise and vibration, and descriptors

that could measure ths human annoyance caused by blast noise and

vibration inside dwellings. The descriptors used are outlined in

Tables 2.1-1 and 2.1-2.

Table 2.1-i. Blast Noise Descriptors

i. Poak sound pr,ssure level.

2. Sound pressure tirmm history.
3. Sound frequency spectrum analysis.

4. C-weighted _ound exposure lsvel (CSEL).

5. C-weighted sound-lav_l slow m_tar response.

6. A-w_ight_d sound exposure level (SEL) indoors.

7. A-weighted frequency spectra indoors.

8. 4 to 200 Hz sound exposure levsl (SEL).

9. 4 to 200 |Iz slow mster response.

Not_: SEL - sound _xposure IQvel, VE,L - vibration exposure

level, both normalized to one second.

i

I
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Table 2.1-2. Vibration Descriptors

i.
i. Peak velocity vibration level, lateral (radial), transverse,

C vertical.
, )

2. Velocity vibration time history•
tm

.: 3. Vector sum of lateral, transverse, and vertical velocity exposure
-2

' level (VEL).

_ 4. Lateral, transverse, and vertical velocity vibration frequency

-_ spectrum analysis.

iL 5. Lateral, transverse, and vertical independent velocity vibration

exposure level (VEL).

6. Lateral, transverse, and vertical independent velocity vibration

level slow mater response°

7. Lateral; transverse, and vertical independent v_leelty vibration

level C-weighted slow mater respense,

8. Peak acoelsratien level, 5.6 Hz low-pass.

9. 5.6 Hz low-peso acceleration VEL indoors.

i0. Acceleration vibration _recD/ency spectrum analyals (indoors).

Twenty_six blast events were recorded for this current study, which

- also covers an additional 15 blast events recorded by the Illinois

IEQ study of 1975. The total 41 recorded blast _vsnts consist of

_he 18 blast events recorded by Kampsrman Associates Inc. and

Hr. Greg zak of Illinois EPA, plus an additional 8 by Illinois
b

EPA for this study, and 15 blast events recorded in 1975 in the
m

_ i_ _,,ii .



Illinois IEQ study by a combination of Bureau of Mines,

Kampcrman Associates Inc. and Illinois EPA.

All the dQscriptors in Tables 2.1-i and 2.1-2 wore used to

svaluate the blast noise and vibration signals from l0 to 15 of

the blest events recorded in this study.

2.2 Blast Noise and vibration Msaeurement Methodologies _I

Three different measurement systems were utilized to record the

information summarized in this report. The principal msasurcm@nt

system was a semi-portable (mobile) taps-recording system that

p_r_ltted slmultan_ous recording of eight channels of inforT_etion

ever a frequency range of 0 to 2500 I{¢, plus a secondary caasatt_
m

recorder used to obtain ths A-weighted sound level inslda a dwelling

over a frequency range of 25 to i0 K llz. Thre_ identical v_leelty-

s_nsi_ive t_ansducers were used to monitor the ground vibration

outsid_ a dwelling. The vslooity pickups wer_ oriented in the

thrse mutually p_rpendicular axes to measure lateral, transverse, q
and vertical ground vQloeity. Two microphone carrier systoma,

one located outside th_ dwelling and one inside, were used to

m_asur_ the air blest nois_ from 0.1 to 2.5 K Hz. Similarly, the

indoo_ floor vibration was monitorsd wi_ three mutually perpendicular

mounted velocity transducers identical to the units used outsid_

the dwmlling. V_locity was recorded from these units over a

frequency range of 4 to 1,000 ]Iz. Occasionally one of the indoor

2

I
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transducers would be r0placed by an accelerometer with an extended

frequency range of 0.5 to 2,500 Hz.

7

The second measurement system was a portable air blast tape-

I

recording system handled by Greff Zak of Illinois EPA. This

_ system was designed to rscord the total air blast signal ranging

!_ from 0.5 IIz to 2,000 _[z. The portable blast noise recording

17 system was used to record the blast noise on the quarry property
d

t on a line between the blast event and the instrumented dwelling.
D

ij In addition, Mr, Zak was able to record blasts from an open pit
coal mine, two silica sand quarries, and an additional limestone

I)

!4 quarry.

The air blast sgudy conducted in 1975 for Illlnois IEQ utilized

i_ two principal measuring systems to record the air blast signal on
I

magnetic tape. The two systems had the sam_ capability an theportable ,yst_n used by Illinois _PA and described in the previous

paragraph. Mr. Greg Zak of Illinois EPA supplemented the blast

noise measurements made by Kampormsn Associates Inc. in the same

manner for both the 1975 and tb_ 1976 blast noise studies.

The third typ_ of mQasuremsnt system was operated by the Bureau of

Mines. The Burea%l of Mlnss p_ovided a mobile van with personnel

under the direction of David Siskind from the Twin Cities Research

Center to augmen_ the 1975 Illinois IEQ study. The Bureau of

Mines had the capability of recording up to 12 channels of ground-

-7-
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borne and airborne blast data simultaneously. The Bureau of Mines

made two separate visits to the Chicago area to measure blast noise -_

and vibration inside and outside residential structures during the I_]
D

1975 study. The results of their data have been published 3 and

51
are incorporated into the findings of this study. _j

All the blast noise and vibration measurements made during the

1975 Illinois IEQ study and the 1976 EPA study were obtained at

limestone quarries in the Chicago area, wi_h the exception of the

eight additional air blast recordings made by Greg Zak of Illinois

EPA.

2.3 Data Rsduction Msthodoloqies

The mobile recording system assembled by Kampermen Associates Inc.

for this study was designed to deriv_ all of the descriptors listed

in Tables 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 fo_ the 18 blasts r_corded in typical

dwellings instrumented both inside end outside. The methodologies

ssed to obtain the comprehensive information _rom these rscordings _]

are contained in Appendix A of this report.

2.4 S,electlon of Descriptors of Hm_an Annoyance -3

The aonoysnce to the residents inside dwellings resul_ing _rom

blasting activities is, indeed, e very complex problem. Over the _

years, the Bureau of Minas has been principally concsrned with

_ establishing sa_e limits for sir blast and ground vibration to

I avoid structural damags to nearby buildings during a blast. With

i



r the recently increasing population density in the vicinity of

quarries and open pit mines, annoyance to residents inside

I . dwellings during blasting activities is receiving much more

, attention and study. There are no recognized annoyance standards

; applicable to blasting at this time. Whether the peak noise or

I vibrntion is more or less significant than the total energy in

,_ the blast event is subject to debate. It is for this reason

i-
i- that both peak- and energy-type blast noise and vibration descriptors

i were utilised in this study (Tables 2.1-1 and 2.1-2).
i-

!
" 2.5 Detsrmlnln_ the Transfer Function for Blast Noise and

Vibration from Outside to Inside Typical Dwellinq_

Because of the uncertainties associated with human response to

blasting events discussed in the previous ssctlon, it was believed

important to consider many descriptors (see Tables 2.1-1 and 2.1-2)

to arrive at a variety of transfer functions. This wide varle_y

permits the user of this study to select the blast noise and

vibration descriptors which best meet hie needs, and then to

select the transfer function from the outdoor blast noise and

vibration environment and relate it to the indoor blast noise

and v_bration environment for the dwellings studied.

2.6 Relatln_ the Ma@nitude of Blast Noise and Vibration to

Quarry Blastlnq Techniqses

The blast noise level (using different descriptors) was correlated

with the maximum explosive charge weight per delay. A similar

-9-
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correlation was made for the ground vibration, Path the air blast

• 1

and the ground-borne vibration were then correlated with distance

ffrom the blast.

3.0 CONCLUSIONS A_D RESULTS OF STUDY

3.1 F;equene_ Range of Interest

More than 200 detailed blast noise and vibration frequency spectra

were studied In detail to determine the frequency range of interest

with respect to typical dwellings. Different criteria were estab-

lished to measure the air blast and ground-borne vibration from a

quarry blast.

D
The ground vlbratlen velocity level spectra meanurmd outslde (in

each of thm three mutually perpendicular planes) w_re compared

with similar floor vibration v_locity levels measured inside a

specific dwslllng. _very dwelling measured contained some

resonances that produced higher vibrations, at certain frequencies,

inside the dwelling than outside An the ground. The frequenoy

bandwidth containing these resonant frequencies (vibration

amplification) was noted for _ach dwelling, A composite of

all o_ the data showed that a measurement bandwidth of approximately

, 5 to 200 Hz would snoompass all of the dwelling rnsonances due
f

to ground-borne vibration. The majority of the resonances were

i betWeen i0 and I00 Hz. 'J

_ A slightly different approach was taken Is measuring the interior
vibration caused

by the air blast signal. The major blast energy1
-10- '_
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E produced by stone quarry blasting appears at 1 IIz (! 0.5 IIz).
At this frequency of maximum pressure, the magnitude of the

1 IIz component is essentially the same inside and outside the

dwelling. However, typical single-family dwellings do not

_. respond to this 1 Hz component. Therefore, the high amplitude

1 llz component was considered relatively unimportant to the
G
! residents within dwellings, since they could not hoar or feel it.

.:' The next step was to look at all the floor vibration (velocity)

level spectra generated by the air blast alone. It was decided

that the vibration frequency range of interest would be the measured

velocity level bandwidth that was exactly 20 dB below the peak
{ velocity within the bandwidth. After summarizing all the results,

it was found that the bandwidth meeting this criteria was again
approxlmatsly 5 to 200 IIz, with the majority of the measurements

falling between I0 and i00 Hz.

The conclusion is that typical dwellings contain numerous resonant

_, frequencies throughout the frequency range from 5 to 200 HZ.

i These resonances can be readily excited during a blast by eitherthe gro%md-borns wave or the air wave.

3.2 Amp!itUde Measure_ of Blast Noise and Vibration
Two basic signal amplitude measurement methodologies were used

_"i_ in this study: the peak level of the blast noise or vibration

_ _ and a l-second equivalent integration of the blast noise or

vibration exposure level (SEL or VEL). The standard (type i)

i



sound-level m0ter sot for slow meter response was also utilized
q

to approximate the tru_ 1-second integration of SEL or VEL. Sound-

level meters with a l-second time constant are a standardized

instrument in common use. One-second SEL or VEL instruments have

built, but mrs not in common use at this time.
been

3.3 Human Annoyance Descriptors Applied Inside a Dwelling

There are four signals of major interest inside a dwelling for :_
._

each blast ovnnt: ths noise and vibration produced by ths

ground wave, which arrives first, and the noise and vibration

produced by the air blast, which follows shortly after.

8
TWo soils m_asur_s appear appropriate, since they can best be

m
rmlated to pr0vious annoyancm studios. These are the C-weighted

SEL (CSEL) and th_ A-welghted SEL. The C-weighted SEL can be

correlated in a straightforward manner with the magnitude of the

structural vibration of the dwelling resulting from th_ blast.

The A-weighted SEL can _ used to measure non.-llnear effects such

as rattling of windows, dishes, or bric-a-brac, and effects on

the actual atructurs of ths dwslling.

The non-llnear rattling _ffects are known to occur ssp_cially in

cases where the blast noise and vibration arm relatively intense.

The p_ime obJeetivs of this study was to dstermine the transfer

function of outdoor noise and vibration to the indoor noise end
J

vibration. To accomplish thi_, most measurements were made at

r
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a distance of approximately i000 meters from the blast to enable

one to separate the arrival of the ground wave from the later

_: arrival of the air blast. In a few situations there were homes

located i/i0 of this distance from the blast event; when this
F
L occurred, an instrumented homo i000 meters from the blast event

F did not usually receive sufficient excitation from either the

ground wave or the air blast to cause significant rattling-type

_ noise inside the dwelling because the blasting levels were limited

i by the nearest residence.
:C

A third descriptor for measuring the indoor blast noise might

logically be th, p_ak pressure level. It was pointed out earlier

that the peek pressure level is essentially the same inside and

outside a typical dwelling.

Conslderabl_ study has been done on the response of humans to

low-frequency vibration. In the principal frequency range of

interest to this progrnm (5 to 100 Hz), there appears to be a

general consensus that humans are velocity-sensitive. It is not

understood whether peak velocity level or the vibration exposure

level (VEL) is the important descriptor. It has been pointed out

on numerous occasions that the peak velocity level from slamming

a door in a dwelling may be equal to that produced by a quarry

blast. This was teated and found to be true. _|owever, the

slamming door event had e duration of only 0.01 seconds, while

the typical blast events reported in this st_|dy had an average

I -13-
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duration of approximately 5 seconds (including the air Dlast) or

I
500 times longer.

3.4 Tha..Rank Ordering of Outdoor Blast Noise and Vibration

Descriptors That Correlate Deer with th_ Indoo.r liuman _

Annoyance Descriptors

Four categories must bs considered: (i) the outdoor ground vibEs-

tlon as it relates to the indoor floor vibration; (2) the outdoor _-i

ground vibration as it relates to the indoor noise caused by the "-'

vibration; (3) the outdoor air blast as it relates to the indoor

noise; (4) the outdoor air blast as it relates to the indoor floor

vibration. A large number of descriptors were analyzed and the

results are presented in this section. A variation of l_ss than 2:1
m

in the standard deviation is probably not significant due to the

limited data base, which ranged between i0 and 30 data pairs

(typically 15). The following Is an abbreviated _ummary _tartlng

with the first category (see Table 3.4-1). Good correlation

(item 3 in the table) was found by determining th_ VEL Of the
U

velocity vector sum of the lateral, transverse, and vertical

components outsld_ and r_latlng it to the similar VEL of the

three components on the floor of the dwelling inside (standard

3deviation _.6 d_). A much simpler measurement (items 5 sad 5)

can be mad_ by slmply utilizing one v_locity pickup (with a uni-

form response down to 4 to 6 f|z)and connecting it to the input

of a standard sound-level mater set for flat frequency response

(down to at least 5 ||_) and slow meter response. The velocity

_ -14- ?
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Table 3.4-1. Rank ordorlng (by standard dcvlatlon) of outdoormuasuram_nt of ground voloclty minus indoor moamurument

of floor velocity

Indoor Floor V_locity
Outdoor Ground Valoclty Duo to Ground t'lmvo Moan Standard

(dS r_ 1 meter per u_cond) (dB re 1 muter par aocond) Difference Dovlatlon

I. Vector Sum 4-200 II= VEL Vertical 4-200 |Iz VEL +2.3 2.1

'_ 2. Maximum P_mk of 3 Directions Maximum Peak of 3 Direction= -2.2 2.5

t! 3. Vector S_ 4-200 |It VEL Vector Stun 4-200 |Jz VEL -1.3 2.6

[ 4. Vertlcal 4-200 IIz VEL Vortical 4-200 ||z VEL -4.7 2.8

!I_" 5. Vortical 4-200 llr Slow Vortical 4-200 Iic VEL -7.0 2.9

Ras_naa

'-- 6. La=aral 4-200 |l= Glow Vortical 4-200 |iz VEL -3.9 2.9

I.. l_eaponm©

7. Maximum 4-200 H_ VE/, Moral=tun 4-200 lIz VEL +1.0 2.9

-n
8. Lateral 4-200 ._ VEL Vortlcnl 4-200 _z VEL -1.4 3.1

9. L_t,ral Pa_k Vortical Peak -2.2 3.2

i0. L_taral 4-200 H_ %_L Lateral 4-200 H_ V_ +0.8 3.4

ii. Tranmveram 4-200 H_ VEL Transverse 4-200 H_ VEL +0.6 3.4

12. _ternl 4-200 HZ VE_ Vector Sum 4-200 HZ VEL -4.8 3.4

13. Maximum pmak Vertical 4-200 KZ V_, +9.3 3,4

14. Lateral _oak Lateral P_k -0.3 3.4

15. Vertloml 4-200 J|_ Slow Maxlmum 4-200 Hm %tEL +7.6 _.7

16. Vsrtlcal 4-200 H_ Slow V_ctor St_ 4-2D0 HZ VEL -i0.8 3.9

17. Lateral 4-200 Hz Slow Maximum 4-200 |1_ VEL +4.1 3,9

18. Vertical Pmak V©rtlcml Park -4.1 4.0

19. Tranmv_rme Poak Trmnmv_rma Paak +0.i 4.0

20. Lateral 4-200 H_ Slow vnctor Sum 4-200 ||_ VEL -7.1 4.2

21. Vertical C-Wt. Slow Var_icml 4-200 _ VEL -I0.i 5.3

22. Lateral c-Wt. Slow Vor_Ical 4-200 _¢ VEL -8.3 5.6

23. L_taral C-Wt. Slow Vector _um 4-200 I]= V_L -11.8 7.3

r"
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pickup should measure horizontal ground vibration in the lateral

(radial) or vertical direction. The maximum reading on the sound-

level meter would Correlate well with the VEL of the vertical
velocity of the floor inside the dwelling (standard deviation of

2.9 dB). If one is interested in the peak velocity level in any _.

of the three directions on the floor inside the dwelling, one

should measure in all three directions on the ground outside (2).

The maximum peak level on the ground outside correlates with the
maxim%_m peak level on the floor inside (standard deviation 2.5 dB).

The peak vector sum level of the three mutually perpendicular axes

measuring the ground outside would also be azpected to cerrelate

8with the peak vector sum level on the fleer inside (standard devia-

tlen between 2 and 3 dB), although this was not experimentally
proven because of the difficulties ef computing the vector sl_

electrically from tape-recorded signals. Thm simplest method for

determining the peak level of the vertical velocity inside is to

measure the peak level oS the lateral (radial) ground velocity (9)

outside the dwslllng (standard deviation 3.2 dB).

The second category relates the ground velocity vibration level

outside to the noise generated inside a typical dw_lllng (sea

Table 3.3-2). A measurement of th_ lateral (r_dial) ground velocity

vibration level (item i) with a flat response sound-level _eter

(5 _IZ and above) and observing the peak reading on slow meter gave
b

good correlation to the indoor C-weighted SEL (CSEL) (standard

deviation 2.1 dB). _he VEL Of the v_ctor sum (3) measnred on the

i l0
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TablQ 3.4-2. Rank ordarlng (by atnndard d_vlatlon) of ma_surcmont$ ofoutdoor ground voloclty lovol minus indoor Bound pro0surQ
laval.

Sound Pr_ssura
Indoor

Outdoor Ground VQloclty Lovol Lovol DuQ to Ground Wavo Moan Standard
(d_ ro 1 motar pa_ _ccnd) (dS ro 20 U paacals) Diffatonc_ D©vlatlon

0 -i. Lateral 4-200 llz Slow C-Wt. S_L -149.9 2.1
i
[ 2. La_or.l 4-200 _Iz V_L C-Wt. SEL -147.5 2.6

'E 3. V_ctor Sum 4-200 llz VE.L C-Wt. SEL -143.8 3.2

4. Lat_r,l 4-200 l;z V_.L 4-200 Hz SEL -153.2 3.2

! I 5. Vector Sum 4-200 ll_: VEL 4-200 llz SEL -150.3 3.3

! 6. Tzanmvars© 4-200 HE V_.L 4-200 H¢ SEL -154.6 3.5

: 7. Vartlcal 4-200 liz Slow C-Wt. SEL -153.2 3.6O. L,t.r,l Poak C-Wt. SEL -137.2 3.6

I_ 9. vartlc,l 4-200 Hz VEL C-Wt. SEL -150.9 3.0

}U 1O. Latar_l C-Wt. Slow C-Wt. SEL -154.5 3.9

ii. V_rti_al 4-200 H= VEL 4-200 H= SKI, -156.7 4.2

12. Vort_,l 4-200 I|_ Slow 4-200 H_ SEL -159.8 4.5

13. Tzan,v,rsa 4-200 H_ VEL C-Wt. S_L -149.0 5.0

_ 14. Lat_r,l Paak -156,0 5.4
P.ak

15. Tranavernl Paak Poak -157,1 5.7

16. V_ctlcal C-Wt. Slow C-Wt. SEL -163.1 5.7

17. Vortlcal Peak p_ak -158,1 6.6

] Exampl.s (I) A lat_ral ground vlbr,t/on, maximum re_dlng and ,low re_ponn_ on

a ,ound_l_v_l meter, of -50 d. r, on, m/, (0.12 _n/s) would _roduc,

'_ an indoor nol,a IQV, I of iO0 d_ CSEL.

n
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ground outside was correlated with the CSEL inside (standard

deviation of 3.2 dB). To determine the peak noise level inside

(14), one can measure the peak lateral (radial) velocity vibration

level in the ground outside (standard deviation 5.4 de).

The third category deals with the blast noise outside as it relates

to the noise generated inside (see Table 3.3-3). Good correlation _

was obtained by inserting a 4 to 200 Hz filter into the external :7

filter connections on a type 1 sound-level meter (2) and observing

the maximum% response with the slow meter response. This related

to the CSEL insid_ (standard deviation 2,5 dB). Another choice

is to use a standard type i precision sound-level meter set on C-

weight slow meter response (3) and read the maximum outside level

to approximate CSEL inside (standard deviation 2.7 dB). An alternate

choice is to measure CSEL o%_tslde (4} ra CSEL inside (standard

deviation 2.7 dB). The SRL measured ov_r the frequency range o_

4 to 200 |I_ Outside correlated (5) with the CS_L inside (standard

deviation 3.5 dB). NO measurement outside correlated v_ry well

with the A-welghted noise level inside. The standard sound-level

meter on C-weight slow respons_ max rending (9) correlated with the

indoor A-welghted SEL (standard deviation 6.5 dB).

.J
ThQ _ourth c_t_gory d_is with the rel_tionflhlp h_tween th_ outdoor q
air blast and the indoor floor vibnstlon (see Table 3.3-4). In

this situation, an external 4 to 200 IIz 4-pole (24 dB/octave)

band-pass _ilter on a standard type 1 precision sound-level meter

i
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TAble 3.,]-3. _ank ordering (DF _tal_dard davlation) of m_uuromQnt_ o_

outdoor _ound prou_ur_ l_vul minu_ indoor oound pressure
lavol.

"J Outdoor Indoor Sound PrQ_ura
I

Sound PrQumura LQV_I LQVUl Dua to _o Ai_ Wavo M_an Standard

-? (dn ro 20 _ _nacal_) (dD r© 20 _Jpnocala} Di_orenco Dovi_tlon

I. Punk Poak -0.9 1.6

2. 4-200 |I_ Slow C-Wt. _L 11.3 2.5

i_ 3. C-Wt. _low C-Ht. SEL 2.0 2.7

I_ 4. c-Hr. SEL C-Wt. _F.L 4.3 2.7

I_ 5. 4-200.__EL C-W_.s_._ _.4 3._

6. 4-200 #|_ '::E_L 4-200 #l¢ SEL -0.5 3.6

!._ 7. P._k 32.9 4.8
C-Hr. S_L

0. 4-200 |I:_ SFJ, A'Wt. _EL 46.3 5.4

9. C-Wt. Slow A-W_. SEL 32.9 6.5

10. C-Wt. Slow A-Wt° SE_ 34.9 6.5

Ii. C-Wt. SEL A-Wt. _EL 35.3 6.7

-19-
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Tablo 3.4-4. Rank ordering (by standard dovlatlon) of m_nuur0montu or CI

outdoor sound prQssuro level minus indoor floor voloci_ 2 U
IQvol.

Outdoor Indoor Floor V_locicy

Sound Pr©s,urQ LOVe1 Loval Duo to Air WAys Mean Standard

(dB r_ 20 _ pa=cal_] (dB rn 1 m_tar p_r _econd) Differnncc D_vlatlon _
4h

i. 4--200 S= Slow Vector Sum 4-200 Hz VEL 166.0 2.9

2. C-Wt. SEL V.ctor Sum 4-200 I|: V_L 160.1 3.6 _i_

3. C-Wt. S_L Msxlmum 4-_00 IIz VEL 161.7 3 6

4. C-Wt. Slow Vector Sum 4-200 ]Iz V_L 157.6 3.8 ._

5. C-Wt. S_L V©rtlcal 4-200 If: VEL 163.3 4.6

6. 4-200 IIZ Slow Vcrtlcal .I-200 l|z Slow 176.2 4.7 n

7. 4-200 If= Slow Maximum 4-200 ll_ V_L 166.9 5.0

8. 4-200 ll_ SEL M_im_m 4-200 If= VEL 173.6 5.2

9. 4-200 II_ SKL M_xlmum Pmak 162.4 5.Z _.

I0, Pa_k Maximum Poak 178.2 5.2

ii. P_ak Voctor Sum 4-200 If= %r_.L IS6.8 5.3

12. 4-200 H_ Slow Haxim_sm Pn_k 157.8 5.8

13. 4-200 H_ SEL Tr_nsv_rsQ 4-200 ||= VEL 104.2 6.0

14. 4-200 ,¢ Slow Vn=tIcAl 4-200 }1_ VEI. 169.0 6.2

15. C-Hr. Slow Maximum P,_ 149.1 6.2

16. Pa_ Trnn_vnr_ Poak 168.9 6.3

_7. C-Wt. SEL Maxlm_ P_nk 152.3 6.4 'J

18. C-Wt. P©ak Maximum Paak 163.6 6.6

19. 4-200 S_ SEL V_c_o_ Stun 4-200 II: VEL 173.5 7.3

20. 4-200 H_ SKY., Vertlcnl 4-200 S_ VEL 176.1 7.6

21. C-Wt. Slow V=rtical 4-200 II_, VEL 153.6 7.8
_u

22. Po_k V.rtio_l 4-200 |In VEL 190.1 6.I

23. P_ak Vortical Pe=k 180.7 0.3

24. Poak Lateral Pook 165.7 8.5

25. 4-200 H: SEL Lateral 4-200 H¢'VPL 180.4 9.1
U2

Examp%_, (2) _n outdoor blast o_ i00 dD CS_L w_z,ld .h_kQ a dwolll_g floor at

Ex_mpl_ (15) ;_% outdoor blaat O: i00 dB C'%_"ight_d m_mum slow mQt._r r.m_}on.a

.._.ld .,nk., dw.ll_._ :loot _t -_9d, :. on, .z: (._.l too.14_z._. "7
iJ
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on slow response read outside, correlated wall (i) with _%e vector
J

sum of the velocity VEL of the floor velocity inside (standard

deviation 2.9 dB). Another choice was CSEL outside (2) relative
J

to the vector sum 4 to 200 llz velocity VEL inside (standard devia-

C tion 3.6 dB). The simplest measurement was to use the standard

_ C-weight slow response precision sound-level meter outside (4)
L

to relate to the vector velocity VEL of the floor vibration inside

(standard deviation 3.8 dB). It was interesting to find that the

SEL of the outdoor air blast measured in the bandwidth of 4 to 200 Hz

' (18) compared with the vector sum VEL over the same frequency range

for the floor velocity gave a rather wide standard deviation of

7.3 dB.

1
The peak sound pressure level outside compared (9) to the maximum

peak velocity level in any direction on th_ floor inside gave a

standard deviation of 5.2 dB. The peak sound pressure level outside

correlated (I0) with the indoor floor velocity vector sum VEL for

a standard deviation of 5.3 dB.

3.5 Comparison of Outdoor Air Blast Descriptor s

X_ has been common practice to describ_ blast noise in t_rms of

the peak-over-pressure in the air. Table 3.5-1 shows how different

outdoor blast noise measurement descriptors relate to each other.

_.. All air blasts recorded for the EPA study are included in thistable.

p
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Tabla 3.5-I. Comparloon o_ outdoor air blast doucrlptors (descriptor A ,_minus duucElptor D). Sound icvclu in dB rc 20 U paocals.

Moan Standard _._Domcripto_ A D_scrlptor S Dlfforunc_ Davlatlnn

Pmak Sound Lav©l C-Wolghtad SEL 25.6 5.0

Po¢k Sound L_VQI C-Walght_d Slow Mst_r 27.3 5.7

Paak Sound Lav_l 4-200 H_ SEL 16.3 3.8 El

P.ak Sound L©vol 4-200 IXa 31ow Hate_ 19.9 4.6 ._

4-200 |_ SET, C-Wai_ntnd SEL 8.6 4,2

4-20Q H_ SEL C-Woight.d Slow H_tcr 10.4 4.2

C-W_Igh_od SEL C*W_ight_d Slow H_tar 1.7 2.1

4-200 B_ SEL 4-200 |I_ Slow Mat©r 3.6 2.2

i
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3.6 The Importance of the One IIertz Air Blast Peak

Four blast events were recorded with an sccelerometer mounted

; directly on top of a velocity transducer. Both transducers wore

oriented to measure vertical floor motion. The purpose of this

e_periment was to confi_u that the air blast with its very strong

1 llz (_ 0,5 IIz) frequency component had little influence on the

( response of typical dwellings, Table 3.6-1 contains the results

of the ISO 7 draft recommendation (5.6 llz low-pass filter) sccelera-
W
r tlon measurement experiment. VEL was used instead of peak accslora-

L tlon as recommended by ISO. For the purpose of this discussion
I

either peak or VEL is satisfactory. The large number of floor

U
i velocity frequency spectra measured and analyzed showed that a

typical dwelling did not respond to an air blast below approximately

5 He. The "typical dwslllng" referred to throughout this report

is a slngls-family one- or two-st0ry structure with a basement.

Table 3.6-1 shows that increasing the m_asur_ment bandwidth to

frequenclee below 4 Hz (to 0.5 Hz) bad little effect on th_ measured

floor vibration (except for blast no. 14) even though the slr blast

is most intsns_ at I IIZ. Thus, for typical dwellings, the X$O

frequency-welghted acceleration measurement is equlval_nt to e

velocity measurement where on_ meter per second squared (frequency

weighted) equals i.i inehns per second v_loolty.

The dat 9 in Table 3.6-1 include only the air blast portion of th_

blast event. The 9round wav_ dose not contain blast _ner_y b_iow

5 gz.

}
!
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Tablo 3.6-1 Int_ratod onQrgy of vortical floor _ccoloratlon accordlno

to ZSo r,ccmlmQ_d_tlon_ with furthor frcquancy filt.Eing.

Oln_t No.Filtar 14* 15 16 17

_andwidth dn r@ i _ VEL

0.5 II;_ - 1000 llz -66.0 _t

0.5 Ilz - 50 IIz -66.0 -55.5 -55.4 -69.0

1 ;_|= - 50 _1= -66.8 -56.7 -55.4 -G9.O

2 Hg - 50 llg -68.4 -57.4 -65.4 -69.0

4 Ilz - 50 HZ -72.6 -57.5 -65.4 -69.0

5 IIz - 50 qz -73.0 -57.5 -65.4 -69,0 D

5 _z - 100 Hz -'/3.0 -65.4 -69,0

*Not_ that blast _o. 14 wau ma_u_ad in m lar_n, _tlff concrat@ m_cturm

mot. typlcal of & dormitory, offic@, o_ concrmt@ _pa=tm@nt buildln9 than

of a .Ingle-f.il Y dwelllng. _]
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Blast no. 14 was recorded on the second floor of a two-story

concrete office building with exterior plan dimensions of nearly

100 meters. None of the blast 14 test results were included in

the transfer function comparisons in Tables 3.3-1 through 3.3-4.

The test results obtained from the concrete office buildings were

:_ v_ry different from the results obtained from the single-family

t

dwellings, as Table 3.6-1 shows. It is clear that an air blast

would have greater impact on large, stiff (concrete or block)

structures such as domitori_s, hotels and hospitals.
r --
%
(,

5 3.7 Predicting the Amplitude of Quarr_ Blast Noise and Vibration

_" The peak velocity level of the ground wave correlates to the distance

and maximum explosive charg_ by the relationship

' 20 log v - 20 log I|+ 20 (8) log (W-_/_)

where H and _ are constants determined by the orientation of the

fac_ and the rock _ormation and soil composition surrounding the

quarry. Many of the blast velocity level measurements msds during

this study and the 1975 study were taken at quarries cle,_ enough

to e_ch other to have similar d_cay rates. By examining the d_cay
i

rates of each quarry it was found that the quarries could be com-

bined into three groups. Thes_ data are plotted in Fig. 5.7-i.

_n Bulletin 656, th_ Bureau of Mines shows that ground velocity

data taken at different quarries (in different parts of th_

country) cannot be combined to form a ground propagation law.

Xn the six limeston_ quarries cooperating with Kamper_an A,sociates Xno.

I _ -25-
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for blast measurements, it was found that quarries very near to
one another (within a few kilometers) did have the same propagation

rate but _]ose separated by several kilometers had quite different

propagation rates. The data in Fig. 3.7-1 were, thereforQ,

separated into three groups of quarries. Only peak ground

[4 velocity level was measured in group i. Both peak and 4 to 200 IIz
[
{- vector su_ed VEL ground velocities were measured in groups 2 and

:_ 3, but only one shot was measured in group 3. The ground velocity

level data from group 2 show that the line describing the 4 to

i_-- 200 Hz ground velooity vector sum VEL is parallel to the llne

describing the peak ground velooitles from the same group, but

lles approximately 8 dB lower. The error bar shown for the vector

sum VEL data is smaller than the _rror bar (standard deviation)
shown for the peak ground velocity lev_l data.

]
The pea R s0nnd pressure level (P) can be correlated with the ratio

of the dJ_tsnce from the blast (D) divided by the cube root of the

maximum explosive charge par delay (W). This correlation can be

expressed as

20 log P - 20 log K + 20 (B) log (w_)

where K and 8 are constants depending on the orientation of the

face and the particular weather conditions.

The peak sound pressure levels plotted against the distance divided

by the cube root of ths maximum charg_ weight are ahow_ An FAg. 3.7-2.

2
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E
These measurements (41 blasts) were made at seven limestone

" quarries, two silica sand quarries, and one open pit coal mine.

To fol:1% close-fitting straight line (linear regression) theU
peak levels were divided into three groups. The highest group

j •
_ consists of data taken downwind and in front of the face. These

i_ data show a decay with distance of slightly less than inverse

!
i square spreading (20 dB per decade of distance). The lowest group

[,. consists of data measured under no-wind or crosewind conditions

! behind the face of the blast. These data show slightly more thanl
I inverse square spreading due to access attenuation from the wind.

'-. The data falling in the middle measurements were made downwind

"_ and behind the face or a few points in front of the face and cross-

wind (or no-wind). These data are nearly exactly 20 dB decay per

• decade increase in dietanee. The 4 llz to 200 llz eEL measurements

il are also plotted in Fig. 3.7-2 for the same three groups and give

the same decay rates with distance as the corresponding peak

data. Four data points remain (two peak levels end two eEL measure-

ments) that are excessively high. These measurements were made of

blasts that had gas leaks and were initiated by primacord. The

straight lines describing the three groups of eEL data hays nearly

the same elopes as the straight lines describing the corresponding

peak levels, but they fall between 14 and lfl dB lower than the peak

levels. The erro_ bars drawn for the eEL values are smallsr than

those drawn for the peak values.

The C-weighted slow meter rssponsee from all outdoor measurements

made during this study and the 1975 IEQ study have also been

i -29-
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correlated to the charge weight and distance by the samu relation-

ship used to correlate the peak and 4 to 200 lIz SEL. These results

are shown in Fig. 3.7-3. These data give a more gradual decay with

distant8 than do the peak and 4 to 200 llz SEL. In fact, these data

show less attenuation with distance than simple inverse square _l&3

spreading would predict. This problem is probably due to _h8

error in the slow mstsr response system in accurately detecting

this typs of impulse signal.

Similar correlations have been drawn for the 4 to 200 |]z slow meter '_

response and the C-weighted SEL. These data are prasentsd is Fig.

3.7-4. The slow mater response for a 4 to 200 IIz filter also

shows a dscay rate with distance more gradual than would be pre-
dicted by Inverse _quare spreading. The C-weighted SEL data

displays exactly 20 dB par decsds change in distance.

A number of conclusions can be draw_ from th_ results of this

study with r_mpect to the magnitude of the air blast and ground
vibration from a blast event;

(i) Neighbors downwind from _h_ blast will experisnee levels

betwssn i0 dB and 15 d_ blghsr than neighbors c_osswind

from the blast (or those under no-wind conditions).

(2) Neighbors in front of the face of the blast will experience
Isvels between 5 dB and l0 dB higher than those behind th_

fa_eof _s blast(orin theoaaeof _ li_tshot).

i (3) Th_ blasting muthodology i_ very important in controlling
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the blast noise and vibration emitted to the neighbors.

(4) The 4 to 200 IIz SEL or CSEL can be predicted from the distance,

n explosive charge weight per delay, wind direction, and

• orientation to the face at least as well as from the peak-

over-pressure measure.

._ (5) Although data from every quarry confirm the general pr_ncipl_

; that log velocity level (ground vibration) is inversely
!.

proportional to log distance per square root of charge, each

quarry may have a diffsrent slope and intercept to the line

i._ describing this propagation rate.
I

I. (6) Quarries within a few kilometers of each other may have

exactly the same propagation rate for the ground wave.

(7) The 4 to 200 lie VEL of the vector sum of the ground velocity

level can be predicted at least as well as the peak gro,_nd

vsleclty level from the distance and the explosive charge

! weight per delay, as wall as from previous knowledgs of the

quarry.

3.8 General ODservations

All peak ground velocity data measured outside during this study

and the 1975 study ware well below the damage criterion of -26 dB

re 1 m/sac (2 inchessecond): All but one peeh air blast over

pressure level meastlred during these two studies were also below

. the lowest damage criterion of 140 dB re 20 )(pascals (0.028 psi). 2

The one blast over pesaure that was in sxcess of 140 dB was measured

)
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on _le property of an open pit coal sine, Therefore, all blasts

measured may be considered to be in the annoyance range (or lower) _!

but not a damage risk to dwellings. All basts were both heard _
and felt by monitoring personnel, but some low-level blasts passed

by unnoticed by the residents, who wore unaware of the exact tlmo

of _Io blast.

,].0 RECOMMENDATIONS :_

Section 3.4 discusses a wide variety of noise and vibration descriptors

that may be utilized to determine the transfer funetlon of a quarry

blast from measurements performed outside a typical dwelling to the

blast noise and vibration expected in,ide the dwelling. After com-

pletlon of the field m_asurements, a further study was made of

descriptors that would correlate beet with the blast noise and

vibration produced by a quarry blast. Until this t/me, it has

been common practice to measure the peak ground velocity in the

three mutually perpendicular axes (or peak vector sum of the three

a_es) and the p_ak-over-pressurc of the a_r blast during a quarry

blast event. The Bureau of Hines I has related the peak air blast

over pressure and the peak ground velocity to the maximum charge

weight per delay in the blast. The data obtaln_d on the current

EPA study fit the Dureau of Hines scaling models very well. It

was also discovered that the velocity vector sum 4 to 200 _z VEL

fitted the Bureau of Mines scaling methodology for ground vibration

better than did th_ peak ground velocity. The CSEL or 4 to 200 HZ
SEL fit the Bureau of Hines scaling mod_l better than did the

i
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peak-over-pressure of the air blast. Other descriptors such as
C-weight slow meter response, and 4 to 200 iIz slow meter response

_. were also compared to the Bureau of Mines scaling model and found

to be somewhat less accurate for both the ground vibration and

the air blast. Thus, in selecting descriptors for determining

the transfer function of a typical dwelling, one should also be
!

aware of soma of the limitations of relating the measured descriptors

to the blast event itself.

I 4.1 Suggestions for Monitoring Blasting Events with Respect to
•4 Annoyance of Residents in Typical Dwellings
)
" It is not at all clear whether the peak or the total energy density

(SEL or VEL) contained in the blast noise and dwelling vibration

is the more annoying to the residents within the dwelling. This

subject was not addressed in the current study. Wherever possible,

ons measurement descriptor was suggested in Section 3.4 to permit

on_ to predict the peak vibration, or noise response of the

structure, and another descriptor to predict the energy density

(VEL or SEL) within the structure. For air blast measurements,

CSEL or, as a second choice, C-weight type 1 slow response is

recommended. For ground-borne vibration measurements, 4 to 200 H=

vector sum VEL Or, as a second choice, vertical or lateral 4 to

200 Hz type 1 slow response is recommended.

I -35-
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4.2 Future Research Needed to Formulate a Blast Noise and Vibrationn

Regulation

_t can Do seen from the results of this very limited study that
a

much more is now known than previously about the response of

typical dwellings to the blast noise and vibration associated with

stone quarry blasting activities. However, _his is only a very

small part of the overall blast noise and vibration problems _;at

affect reuldents exposed to large blast events. q

4.2.1 psycholoqiaal Studies for Long Duration Impulses

Probably the least understood area in the blast noise and vibration

phenomenon is the raspense of residents in dwellings subjected to

the blasting activities of a nearby quarry or open pit coal mine

during blasting events. _t has been stated correctly that the _'

peak vibration in a dw_lling caused by the hard slamming o_ a door

may equal or exceed the peak velocity (measured in the floor of

a dwelling) resulting from blasting _ctivity at a nearby quarry

or open pit mine. A door slamming event is over within approximately .q

0.01 seconds. A typical quarry blast accompanied by a strong air '_

blast continuously shakes a dwelling for a period of 5 seconds or

more. But since t_e blast event causes the dwelling to shake

,500 times longer than the slamming of a door, a measurement of

peak floor,velocity alone would probably prove insufficient in

attempting to correlate thmsa two events with human annoyance.

The current study also indicated that a blast containing a broad

frequency range both in the ground-borne and airborne waves can

result in strong sinuaoldal motion of th_ floor inside a dwelling.
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The question must be raised as to whether the annoyance is the
,J

same for sinusoidal motion versus broadband excitation having the

same peak value or SEL or VEL value.

:_ Another area of interest is the importance of the structure-borne

:3 vibration sensed by a resident versus the inside airborne noise
i!

;" generated by the shaking of the structure. _hat are the relative

:, effects of these various blast-generated stimuli in startling and

! annoying residents?

!_ As a tentative criterion, CILABA Working Group 69 has proposed 9 a

I_ frequency-weighted peak acceleration (5.6 IIz single-pole low-pass

111 filter) measurement of ground vibration in the thre_ planes. Abov_

i0 Hz, the CHABA methodology gives a constant conversion factor

of one m/s 2 - i.I in/s velocity. Below i0 Hz, the CHABA method

is less sensitive than velocity.

4.2.2 Elf.acts on Various Blastln_ Configurations

The Bureau of Mines, quarry associations, and independent q_arry

operators have _xperimentud ov_r the yea_s with a v_riety of

blastlng techniques to min_ize air_,blas_ and ground-borne

vibration. Most of this work was aimed at minimizing structural
i

damage to dwellings and other nearby buildings during blasting.

Peak ground v_locity and peak-over-pressure were found to b_ good
S

i descrlptors of structural damage. IIowev_r, the blast noise and

vibration levels which constitute an annoyanc_ problem are probably

of onQ order Of magnitude below the levels which cause structural



damage. Therefore, relating peak-over-pressure and peak ground

velocity to the maximum charge weight per delay may not provide

_ho bent measure of annoyance to residents.

The rook and soil conditions surrounding s quarry operation deter-

mine the rate at which the ground vibration decays with distance.

After this decay rate has been determined for a specific quarry,

the scaling rules suggested by the Bureau of Mines can be applied.

Sound propagation of the blast wave is not dependent upon the

ground construction but is highly dependent upon the weather con-

ditlons i_medlstely above and around the blasting operation. The

blast propagation is most intense in front of the face (assuming

_t is a well controlled blast and no excess gas escapes either

through the face or through ,rifling", which is blowing _le

stemming out of the blast hole). Mor_ work needs to be don_ to

determine th_ role of direction as a function of frequency of th_

sound propagation from the face being blasted. Th_ results o_

the current study suggest that wind direction, play a mor_

significant role in t_ sound propagation o_ blast nolae from

the quarry than any othe_ weather factor. This is a t_n_ativ_ q

conclusion that needs much further exploration.

J
All blasts monitored in homes during thi_ study wer_ well controlled

to ensure that no "rifling" or "blowouts" Occurred• Quarries in

metropolitan areas are forced to carefully control their blasts
J

to minimize complaints and avoid law suits. I|owever, one quarry
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and a few open pit coal mine blasts that were monitored were far
.4

from any residents and therefore not subject to controlled blasting

techniques, llole blowouts were noticed for two such measurements,

_ but were monitored only on tbe quarry or mine property since no

home existed nearby.

q

Tile importance of controlled

blasting is shown in Figs.

4.2.2-1 through 4.2.2-4.

•- Figure 4.2.2-1is the time

history of the firstpart of

a stone quarry blast with its

-!
corresponding frequency spectrum

Fig. 4.2.2-i. Tima history of blast ("F" is 0 to 1000 |]z, "dB" is

60 to 120 dB re 20 U pascals)

prior to blowout (.2 S_C tima mlaps_d).

- shown in Fig. 4.2.2-2. The

rest Of tlle tame histo_-? o_

this same blast is shown in

Fig. 4.2.2-3. The sharp rise

_ time in thin time historyis

[_ caused by a hole blowout. Tlle

- increasedhigh-frequencyenergy

caused by this blowout is shown

: Fig. 4.2.2-2. Fruqunncy spectrum o_ in t/_e corresponding frequency

[_ blast prior to hole blowout. F_III

_., :calc 120 dB, frcqu_ncy rang_ 0 to spectrum (from 0 to i000 ll=)
1000 li::,

in Fig. 4.2.2-4. Comparinon
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o_ the two frequency spectra

before and after the hole "_J

blowout suggests that the _,_

10w-frequency (i llz) component,

which is inaudible and has no _._

effect on dwellings, is not

affected by the blowout, but

the higher frequencies (up to i_

1000 IIz), which shake dwellings --

Fig..1.2.2-3. TImQ history of blast,

including hola b_owost (0.2 m_conds and are audible, have increased i'I
totnl tlmQ =lapsed).

_u

from 5 d_ to 10 dB. The

instantaneous peak of this

sho_ as determined by the time FI

S
histories was not noticeably

increased by the blowout. This

suggests that th@ instantaneous

peak value is not a good descrip-

tor either for human annoyance _]

or response of dwellings,

especially for poorly confined

blasts.

:]
Fig. 4.2.2-4. Frequency spcctrum of |
biamt, including hole blowo_lt. _'ull ._r
scalu 120 dB, frequQncy ranga 0 to

i000 Ilz.

m
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4.2.3 Economic Impact Versus Blast Noise and Vibration Control
Some stone quarries actively blasting in the vicinity of densely

populated areas have demonstrated that it is economically feasible

to utilize a blasting procedurs that results in minimum complaints

from nearby residents. Other quarries consistently produce eom-

: plaints from their blasting activities. For this reason the

i_ entire problem area of cost-beneflt for different quarry operation

needs to be satisfied.

I 4.2.4 Determine the Transfer Function for a Broader Range of

i_ Living Ouarters
I Ths present study considered only typical single-family dwellings,

with the exception of one instrumented structure, which was a much

larger two-story office building. This c0rcrete structure was

found to be more responsive to blast nsiso and ground-borne

vibration (see Section 3.6). Of particular concern are hospitals,.
dormitories, hotels, stc.

J
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APPENDIX A
DETAILS OF QUARRY BLAST NOISE STUDY

E
A.I Measurement ObJecti4es

i_ The overall objective of this research program was to determine

_ the transfer function of a typical home or dwelling for the
airborne noise and ground-borne vibration observed outside and

i_ insid_ a typical dwelling during a quarry blast event. This

current research program was a follow-on of the study conducted

i[! byKampe=snAssociatesIn=in19?sfor_h_IllinoisInstltst_

of Environmental Quality on quarry blast noi=e.

At the outset of the current resoaroh program, a one-day meeting

was held at Twin Cities Mining Research Center, Hursau of Mines,

St. Paul, Minnesota on July 15, 1976. Representatives (18) from

many organizations interested in th_ blast nois_ problem w_re
present at thls meeting. The one interested person who could not

attend was Mr. David Siskind of the Bureau Of MAnes office at

Twin Cities Mining Research Center.

The Bureau of Mines field group under David Siskind worked actlv_ly

with Kampe17nsn Associates Inc. on the blast noise mtudy of 1975

for Illinois _EQ. A similar close relationship had be.an plan,ed

for the current research study. However, the tight schedule of

the current study and t_hs prior commitments by the Bureau of

!. Mines for use of their fiold measuring instruments eff_ctlvely

II i
h
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ruled out any assistance from the Bureau. Throughout the 1975

study for Illinois IEQ, _le Bureau of Mines under David Siskind

made all the vibration measurements and a high percentage of the

airborne blast msasurnments. Kamperman Associates Inc. and

Illinois EPA made supplementary airborne blast measurements to
obtain a better understanding of _le blast noise phenomenon.

Since the Bureau of Minas was unable to assist in the current EPA

blast noise research program, Kampermsn Associates Inc. presented

an alternative measurement system approach that would s*_pply the
basic data needed to fulfill the objectives of the study.

8
A.l.1 Blast Noise and Vibration Parameters to Be Measured and

Studied I

A consensus agreement was reached at the July 15, 1976 meeting
on the different measurements to be tape-recorded _or the EPA

quarry blast noise study. Ground vibration measurements would be

mad_ immediately outside a dwelling of interest. The ground

vibration would be measured with velocity-sensitive transducers

attached to a concrete slab (not connected with the dwelling) to
measure vibration in the three mutually perpendicular axes|

lateral (often referred to as radial), transverse, and vertical.

The blast nois_ would be measured both outdoor and inside the

dwelling of interest. Inside the dwelling, velocity measurements

supplemented by som_ acceleration measurements wo1_Id be made Of
the floor motion (plus some consideration for wall vibration).

{......................



-- Typically this would be a measurement in the middle of s room

on either tile first or second level (whore the latter was possible).

; In addition, it was requested that the A-welghtcd sound level inside

the dwelling be measured during a blast. All data was recorded

.. on magnetic tape for analysis in the laboratory after _ach

- recorded event.
i;

t

I A.I.2 Frequency Range of Interest

; At the Bureau of Mines planning meeting of July 15, 1976, it was)

concluded that the frequency range of interest for measuring ground-

borne vibration from quarry blasts could be adeguately covered

with a system responding from 5 to approximately 200 |Iz. This

frequency would adequately cover t_e ground excitation
range

from a quarry blast sad include the structural resonances of

interest in a typical dwelling.

The results of the study dons for IEQ in 1975 raveal_d that the

acoustic signal from the air blast had its peak energy at approxl-

mately 1 Hz. T_e OUtCOme of the planning meeting at the Sureau

of Mines suggested that the strong i Hz acoustic component should

be tape-recorded even though _/%e information of primary interest

would probably be the higher frequenciQs that coincided with the

structural resonances in the dwelling. The _SO document 7 on

human response to vibration suggests that the pr/mary frsquency

range of interest is from 1 to 80 IIz. The sound-level spectrum

of principal importance inside e dwelling during a blast was the

A-3
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C-weighted sound level supplemented by A-weighted sound-level

recordings also obtained inside the dwelling. Various outdoor

blast noise descriptors were to be explored to determine the

best transfer function from the outdoor blast noise to the

indoor blast noise and resultant vibration.

A.I.3 Dy_q_mic Si@nal Range of Interest

The blase measurements for the 1975 IEQ study showed that the

maximum ground velocity inside or Outside a dwell1_.g was approxi-

mately .025 maters per second or 1 inch per second (0 Co peak).

For the current EPA study, it was assumed that the ground vibration

levels would b_ somewhat less than the vibration levels observed

during th_ IEQ study du_ to the increased distance between the

quarry blast and the monitoring location. A dynamic rmnge for

the velocity m_esurement was selected to encompass 0.00003 to

0.03 meters per second. The i_door aoceloratio_ dynamic range

was set for 0.001 to 1 g. Th_ indoor and outdoor sound pressure

measurements were set to cover the range from 70 to 130 dB re
U

20 |* pascals. The A-weighted indoor sound-lev_l meter was set

to record the A-w_ight_d sound level from 50 to 90 dB.

A.I.4 Sel_c£ion of Heaaur%nq Transducers

Velocity-sensitive transducers were chosen to m_asuza the vibration

associated with eabh recorded quarry blast. Velocity-sensitive

i transducers have no particular advantag_ over a_col_ration-sensitivm

transducers. Velocity pickups have a high sensitivity and a loW

A-4
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OUtpUt impedance and thus relatively long signal cables can be

utilized between the vibration transducer and the tape recorder

E without the need of a special preamplifier at the transducer.
Velocity transducers utilize a moving coil operating above its

resonant frequency. The piezoelectric accelerometer utilizes a

ceramic and internally attached mass that produces an output signal

[_ proportional to acceleration below the resonant frequmncy of the

accclerometcr, Velocity transducers are relatively bulky and can

only be utilized for measuring motion in one plane (without re-

adjusting the coil suspension system). On the other hand, accelerom-

stere are rmlativcly small and lightweight and can be mounted to

mea,ure aecal_ration in any plane perpendicular to the base of the

accelerometar,

The velocity transducers utilized foe the currant EPA proJmct had

a natural resonant frequency of 4.5 l|z. They ware Gee Spac_ modal

HS-I. A 470 ohm resistor was applied directly scream the output

terminal, aS the velocity transducer to critically damp the resonance

"I" frequency at 4.5 }|_. This provided an effective output impedance

: of epproximstmly 150 ohms for each of the velocity transducers.

S_vsn of these velocity transducer_ were used on the project. All

the velocity transducers had the sam_ sensitivity of 23 dB (+ 0.25

dB) re 1 volt at 1 meter par second.

It has bean demonstrated that quarry blasts produce ground

vibration in the frequency range above 5 ]|z. Experlenca hag

' I_ A-5
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shown that structural resonances in typical dwellings are also

in the frequency range above 5 Hz. However, the air blast pro- _

duced by a quarry can have a very strong component around i IIz

and thus it was determined that some measurements of floor vibra-

tion in typical dwellings should be made to observe the influence

of the i Hz-dominnted air blast on the response of _%e dwelling.

A GeaRed type 1560-P54 aecslorometer was utilized to record the __[

motion of the floor vibration down to 0.5 llz. The output of thu

accelerometsr was fed directly into a GeaRed type 1933 microphone

preamplifier that had been modified to permit the extended low

frequency response.

•o falthfully record the peak value of the 1 llz component assoeiated

wlth the blast nols_, it was important to have a microphone system '_

with a frequency responfle extending approximately one decade b_iow
LJ

the lowest frequency Of interest. The Bruel & KJaer type 2631

microphone carrier system equipped with a type 4145 condenser _ I

microphone was utilised to measure the blast noise immediately

outside and inside the particular dwelling of interest. The two

low-frequency carrier systems were loaned to Ksmpermsn Associates _nc. _
i':I

for the EPA blast noise measurement program. One unit was supplied

_7
by Dr. Paul Schemer (OSA-CERL-EV, Champeign_ Illinois), and the

other unit by LTC. Daniel Johnson (AMKL/DDA-WPAFB, Dayton, Ohio). F_

GeaRed type 1971 ceramic microphones were also utilised to supple-

meat the Bruel & KJaer carrier microphone system. The ceramic

I microphones were selected to have a good low-frequency re_ponss

_d
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of not more than 3 dB down at 0.5 Hz when connected to the GenRad

type 1933 microphone preamplifier.

i

The photograph An Fig. A.I.4-1 illustrates most of the noise and

vibration transducers utilized in this study. The right half of

; the photograph contains the sound-measuring instrumentation plus

calibrators and windscreens. The left half of the photograph

illustrates the vibration-measuring transducers and a laboratery
).J

! vibration calibrator in the background. The small box located

in the lower left corner of the photograph contains the batteryI

C
' power st*pply for the GenRad 1933 preamplifier shown between the

L_ battery box and the acceleremeter. A similar power supply and

presmp was used with the special low-frequency ceramic microphones.

Six velocity transducers are shown in Fig. A.I.4-1. The velocity

R,... _..t]j, ,._0

",

Fig. A.I.4-1 _I_ noi.. And vlbrn_ion-mea_uremon_ Cron_ducor_.
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transducers are mounted in two seismic cages. They are mounted

to measure lateral (radial), transverse, and vertical floor motion. .A

The seismic cage configuration was always utilized for the outdoor _

ground velocity measurements. This configuration was also utilized ""

for indoor floor measurements plus supplemental measurements with

velocity pickups on the aeeelorometer. In a few rare instances

the floors inside a monitored dwelling contained wall-to-wall

carpeting, which made secure attachment of the vibration pickup

to the floor virtually impossible. In these instances, individual

transducers were placed on the carpet and a heavy mass, such as the

25-pound hag of lead shot shown in the upper left corner of Fig.

A.I.4-1, was placed on top of the transducer to ineur_ that each

transducer followed the motion of the floor end was not isolated '_
R

by the resiliency of the carpet under _le transducer.

The two sound-level meters in the background of Pig. A.I.4-1 were

used to record each blast event in this program. The sound-level

meter on the left is a GeaRed type 1981 modified to record th_

maximum C-weighted sound level on its bllilt-ln digital display.

This instm_ment was used to r_cord the blest noise outside the

dwelling. This measurement was made in addition to the microphone

signal recorded on tape. The sound-level meter on the right is

a modified GenRsd type 1565B equipped with an eleetret condenser

microphone. This instrument wee selected to measure and record

on tap_ th_ A-weighted blest noise inside the dwelling. _t was

anticipated that the 1 l{z blast component would be 40 to 60 dB
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above the A-weighted sound level. For this reason it was essentlal

to select an instrument that performed the A-weighting function

before any amplification, to avoid potential overload of the A-

weighted recording due to excessive low-frequency energy.

.a

A.I.5 Selection of Data-Reeordinq Instruments

To meet the measurement objectives of the EPA quarry blast study,

." it would havm been idmal to use a tape recorder wi_l a minimum

of nine data channels covering a frequency range from 0.1 Hz to

_" 10,000 Hz and possessing a very wide dynamic range. The recording

L problem was solved by leasing a new IIewlett Packard type 3968A

;_ eight-channel FM tape recorder. All of the sound and vibration

measurements could bm accommodated with a recorder having a band-

width of 0.i to 1,000 Hz, except the A-weighted sound level measured

inslda the dwelling. To solve this latter problem, the output

signal from the A-walghted sound-level mater was fad directly

L into a portable cassette data recordmr (Sony TC-152). Thm

i instruments used An the field (and in the laboratory) are shown

in the photograph An Fig. A.1.5-1. The actual electrical hookup

or connection betwmen the various sound- and vibration-measurlng

C
transducers and the r_cording instruments is lllustratmd in block

diagram form in Fig. A.I.5-2. The oscilloscope, m multlmetar

(DVM), and a 1 volt square wave generator are shown on the last

mlds of Fig. A.I.5-1. These instruments were part of the field

calibration and trouble-shcotln 9 equipment that were rmllmd on

heavily to avoid obtaining erroneous or uselmss rmcorded info_atlon.

_ A-9
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The tests included frequency response, phase response, dynamic

range as a function of frequency, gain stability, and dc drift. _,

The transducers illustrated in Fig. A.I.4-1 were calibrated

periodically in the laboratory. The sound-measuring instruments

wore calibrated in the field with the appropriate acoustic calibre- _;

tore shown in the photograph. Dynamic calibration of the velocity

transducers proved to be the most difficult. A medlum-force

electromagnetic shaker system would have been desirable, but was -!
,,I

not available. A satisfactory substitute calibrator was made by

modifying a heavy-duty magnetic solenoid, shown between the two

seismic cages in Fig. A.I.4-1. The solenoid was supported by

a large bench vise to provide either vortical or horizontal motion

as required by the individual velocity pickup,. A small aecelerom-
[]

etor (with calibration traceable to NDS) was attached to the end

of the v_locity pickup. The voltage to the solenoid was carefully

adjusted to provid_ 1 g exoltation of th_ velocity pickup. The

60 Hz power line was used to drive the solenoid (electromagnetic

shaker) and a narrow-band spectrum analyzer was used to accurately

measure the output volthgo of _ach pickup at 120 Hz. Th_ pickup

was excited at 1 g, at 120 Hz. The velocity pickups were found

to b_ extremely stabl_ in their sensitivity and all produced _ho

same output s_gnal within ! 0.25 dB.

A.I.7 Signal Cables and Connectors

Experience has shown that de_ectlvs cables or connectors are the

most common problems encountered in field measurements _at require 3



2,_ ,/ : ,
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quality recordings of sound and vibration phenomena. TO minimize
such troublesome problems, all signal cables consisted of coaxial

cable (RG-58C/U) meeting military specifications and BNC connectors

'" and BNC hardware and adaptors. To check the signal cables in the

field, a 1-volt square wave signal, first at i0 IIz and then at

!C i00 Ilz, was injected st the transducer end of the cable and

monitored (at the other end of the cable) at the tape recordsr

:- with an oscilloscope to assure that the cable was performing as

! c_pected. The FM tape recorder electronics was also included in

E this electrical square wave test loop. This mad_ it possible to

!_ quickly assess th_ frequency respons_ and gain and propsr funs-
l--

il tioning of th_ entire system short of the transducer. A squsr_
L

,_ WaV_ tast signal was chosen to quickly uh_¢k both the io_ nn4 hiqh

frequency gain characteristics simultaneously for each transducsr
channel.

r

A.2 Blast Noise and

Vibrstio_ R_cording Sy_tem_

.) This section will discuss how th_ equipm_n_ described in the

previous ssetion was utilized on a typical field trip to measure

; a quarry blast. Mr. Grog Za_ of Illinois _DA (IEDA) obtainsd

, blast noise r_cordinga simultaneously with the recordings of

Kamperman Associates Inc. Ths IEPA racordings were msda much

closer to the blast event (on _le quarry property) in an attempt

to gain additional data for scaling the blast noise as a function

of distance and weather conditions. A brief discussion follows

of the variou, instrumentation systems used in the 1975 Illinois

A-13
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IEQ blast noise study. This section concludes with a description

of the alterations mode this year to the mobile system to improve :I

the signal-to-noise ratio of the recorded signals. :_

A.2.1 The Mobile Recording S_etem

The sound- and vibration-measuring transducers and recording

instrumentation are shown in Figs. A.I.4-1 and A.I.S-I. The

interconncetion Of those components is outlined in the block

diagram of A.I.5-2. A small temporary bench placed upon the rear

seat of a sedan supported the instrumentation shown in Fig. A.l.5-1.

• ime to respond to the announcement of a quarry blast was neces-

sarily very short. From August 23 to the middle of October, 1976,

personnel from Kampermon Associates Inc. were in daily contact

with two or more of the _ive participating quarries in the []

Chicago area. The wind direction and the blasting schedule of M

a particular quarry, and the quarry's ability to locate a home

to be instrumented downwind of the blast, determined wh_ther or '_

not one would be able to obtain on air blast measurement. It was

agreed at the outset o_ the program that the quarry operators

would be responsible for locating typical dw_lling next to their
U

quarry wher_ measurements could be taken. To avoid any complica-

tions with neighbors, quarry operators agreed to restrict our --'_

measurements to the homes of quarry employees or close friends.

A further requirement was that a member of the houQehold mu_t be

at home at the tim_ of the blast measurement. This combination

I of requirements made the measurement options very limited.
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After receiving a go-ahead signal from a quarry that was preparing

a blast and bad located a home downwind of the blast, the team

required approximately 10 minutes to connect up the instrumentation

in an auto, an additional half-hour to arrive at the selected home,

i_ and 20 minutes more to set up recording instruments inside and

L_ outside tlle hems. Sometimes the wind would change dirsction
I

i* during the one-hour period before the blast, and the recordedL

:. blast would be crosswind rather than downwind of the blast.

The vibration transducers were attached to a concrets driveway

I or sidewalk outside the dwelling. Modslling clay was found
, adequats to securely attach the three component velocity gauges

I to the concrete. Several years ago, psraonnel from KampermanAssociates Inc. carried out carefully controlled experlmsnts to

I determine _he "best" method for measuring ground vibration. Thebest method is obtained by placing the vibration pickup sscurely

on top of a 1-foot diameter previously poured concrete col_mn

thet extends vertically 5 to 10 faot into the ground. The

second-best choice is to bury the vibration pickups in the

ground and Zirmly compact the soil after bL_rial. How_vsr, this

procedure has many drawbacks. It can prove very difficult to

maintain proper orientation of the pickups while compacting the

soil. Ground water and moisture are often s serious hazard.

Digging a hole in the ground to bury vibration pickups can also

be quits a chore, especially if the ground is frozen. For these

the choice is to and the pickupssimplestr_asons, place secure

I A-15
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onto a hard exposed level surface. This can and does produce

almost as good results as could be obtained by placing the pickup .)

on the specially poured and buried concrete column. The surface-

mounted monitoring procedure is by far the easiest, and if one "'

avoids utilizing concrete slabs that do not make firn_contact

with compacted earth, the measured results are usually within i or

2 d_ or those made on the buried concrete column. A typical

concrete roadway will show a slight resonance of around 60 li=. q
11

Inside the dwelling, the velocity pickups or accelerometer were

generally mounted in th_ center of the floor, unles_ there was a

major supporting beam immediately under the seater. The floo_

surfaces consisted of a variety of constructions, including poured

concrete slab on grade, poured concrete slab with a basement under- __"

neath, and, on the ascend floor of a large concrete block building,

pretest and prestressed concrete planks finished with pourQd

concrete on top Of them. One blast _easurement was made on each

of these constructions. All other measurements were made on a

variety of wood frame constructions on th_ 'first or second _loor

of homes containing basements. The majority of the floor con- C:

struotions con,leted of standard oak flooring nailed to a wood

[

subflooring. Some of the newer homes had plywood subflooring and

a _Inishsd surfacs Of hardwood, cemented vinyl tile, or cemented

ceramic tile. After the t_ansducers were secured to the _ioor
S

i su_f_o_,they_ere pullsdon to assurethat therswas 9sodcontact

b_tween ths hransducsr and the floor surface, end that ths floor

A-IG
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surface was securely attached to the subflooring. Occasionally

wall-to-wall carpeting was encountered and required a different

i transducer-mounting procedure. The seismic cage containing the

three velocity transducers was not used when carpeting was en-

[_ countered. For the carpet situation, the transducers were removed

from the seismic cage, placed directly on the carpet, and held in

; position with heavy weights, such as the 25-pound bag of lead shot

r'. shows in Fig. A.I.4-1.

I i

The measursmant of wall vibration as well as floor vibration during

a blast event was censidsred early in the project. It wan can-

eluded that, wi_% the limited resources available, the study

should concentrate en the floor vibration. Although walls do

vibr_ts from the ground wave and air blast, which may also raktla

windows, dislocate bric-a-brac sitting on wall shelves, and

transmit vibratory snsrgy into the floor, it is tha _loor that

_*ltimstely shakes the occupants of the dwelling, and for this

'i reason the vibration of the floor was conslderad the principal

subject of interest for this study.

The outdoor sound-recording microphone was supported approximately

1-i/2 meters above the ground with a _rlpod, and located approxl-

mately 10 meters from the side of tha dwelling. The microphon_

was positioned to receive the blast wave in much the same way

that the dwalllng would receive it, and at the soma time to avoid

blast noise refleetio|_ from the dwelling back to the microphone.
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The indoor microphones wore positioned on tripods and located

in the rooms containing the floor vibration pickups. All micro-

phones were covered with Bruol & KJaer windscrcene. The wind-
screens on the indoor microphones served only as physical protectors

for the microphones.

Several redundant electrical field calibrations were performed

before and after each bla,t event. The sound-measurlng systems

were checked with the appropriate acoustic calibrators. Field

calibration of the vibration transducers could not conveniently be
done. The operation of the vibration pickups was monitored on an

oscilloscope befor_ and after each blast by noting the signal

from each pickup as a person walked across the floor inside the

dwollln_ or on the concrete slab containing the outdoor vibration

pickups outside the dwelling. Stable el_ctrical calibration
signals available from the data tape recorder plus the external

I portable square wave generator permitted accurate gain adjustment

I over a 26 dB range of 0.5 volts to i0 volts full-scale input

i voltage to the tape r_cordsr.

Changing weather conditions hav_ no known influence on the ground- i

borne vibration from a quarry blast. However, local weather con- _ I

ditions, and particularly _la wind, strongly influenced th_

magnitude of the air blast received at th_ dwellings studied.

The wind direction was noted at the tim_ of the blast and the

wind velocity was measured with the small hand-h_Id gauge shown
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E
i; in Fig. A.I.4-1 located Just to the left of the acoustic calibra-
U

tore in the foreground of the photograph. The cloud cover sad

air temperature were also recorded. The wind velocity at _le

edge Of the quarry where the portable blast noise recorder was
i

located always produced higher values because of the lack of

- obstructions such as existed in the residential area. The wind

;_ velocity measured at the edge of the quarry is reported with

! each blast event.

I_ Reliable radio communication between the quarry blasting crew,
?T the portable blast-noine-recordlng operator, and the operator
l'

I_ of the mobile recording system at the instrumented dwelling

proved to be essential. CB transceivers were initially used for

this purpose in the 1975 Illinois IEQ blast noise study. However,

it was soon discovered that all available frequency b_nds wore so

heavily utilized that it was sometimes difficult to coordinate

the recording with the blast event. To circumvent the problem

in th_ 1975 study, three transceivers cperatlng at licensed

commercial frequencies of around 150 megahertz were utilized.

These hand-held transceivers are shown in the bottom right corner

of Fig. A.I.5-1.

A.2.2 Portable Blast r|oise Recorder

Mr. Grog Zak of the _llinois EPA assisted Kampermen Associates Inc.

throughout th_ program. It was his objective to record th_ air

blas_ simultaneously with the r_ccrdings being made by Kampermen
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Associates _nc. (located at a more distant dwelling). The portable

recorder was set up i00 to 500 meters from _le actual blast. The

portable recorder was always located within the property of the

quarry.

A block diagram of the portable recording system is _hown in Fig.

A.2.2-1. A GeaRed type 1971 ceramic microphone was connected to

a GeaRed type 1933 preamplifier. The output signal from the pre- m

amplifier was fed directly into the FH channel of a Nagra type SJ

tape recorder. NO gain controls or preamplifiers (except the

microphone preamplifier) were used for the portable system. The

low-frequency response of the microphone and presmp system was

determined by very care_ully inserting the microphone into a []
Bruel & KJaer typ_ 4220 pi_tunphone acoustic calibrator and

observing the frequency spectrum that was produced when t21a calL-

brator was turned off and the plstonphone was allowed to coast to

a halt. The same experiment was repeated utilizing the Bruel &

KJaer carrier mlcrophon, system with a known cutoff frequency of

0.i HZ. By comparing th_ spectra captured on a real-time analyzer

o_ the Bru_l & KJaer carrier system with th_ ceramic microphone

and preamp system, the 3 dB down poin_ could be d_termlned for

the ceramic microphone and preamp combination.

The measurement procedure utilized in the field was simple. The

i microphone and its aescciated preamplifier were supported apprcxi- ._

merely 1.5 meters above the ground with a tripod. An acoustic
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calibration tone of 114 dB was applied to the microphone with

a GenRad type 1562 calibrator. The calibration signal was _d

recorded on the magnetic tape recorder prior to each blast.

In addition to recording the quarry blasts in the Chicago area

together wi_l Ksmpermsn Associates Inc., Hr. Zak was able to

supplement this data with blast measurements at two silica sand U

quarries and a down-state limestone quarry, and throe blast
U

measurements at an open pit coal mine. All the measurements

recorded by Mr. Zak have been analyzed, and the results inter- _,

porated into £his report.

A.2.3 Rscordin_ Systems Used iT Illinois 1975 IEQ Blast Noise Study
m

The most significant support for the IEQ blast noise study was

provided by the Bureau of Mines at Twin Cities Mining Research

Center under the direction of David Sisklnd. The Bureau of Min_s

provided the IEQ blast noise study with a van containing noise- [_

and vibratios-rm_asuring and recording instrumentation plus staff

to operate the equipment. A description of their instrumentation

will b_ publlshsd in the spring of 1977. 11 Greg Zak o_ the ,'_

_llinoia EPA office in Springfield provided support to this EPA

blast nois_ study similar to that he gave in 1975 tO th_ Illinois

XEQ study. The instr%_mentation system used by Greg Zsk for both

programs is shown in Fig. A.2.2-I. Eamperman Associates Inc.

utilized s blast-noise-measuring system similar to that used by

IEPA in 1975. A simplified block diagram of the recording system
A-22



T is shown in Fig. A.2.3-I. In addition to the tape-recorded

information obtained by the three groups, each group used a GenRad

: 1933 sound-level meter set for C-weighting and slow mater response

to obtain direct readings during a blast. Kamperman Associates Inc.
'9

also usod a modified GenRad 1981 to read the C-weighted slow

response of the air blast events for both studies. The modified

d
i GeaRed 1981 had the advantage of reading out in digital form the

iV maximum level reached (C-weight, slow response) in each blast,
_J

J which was preferable to depending on the observer's ability to

L read a fast moving meter at the time the blast wave passed.

l
P_ All blast recordings made by INPA and I:amperman Associates _nc.

on the 1975 IEQ _tudy were analyzed with the system shown in

Fig. A.2.3-I. Tbs 500-1ins real-time frequency analyzer and

th_ X-Y plotter were loaned to Kamperman Associates _nc. by ths

Bureau of Mines. The analyzer was a Nicol_t Scientific Corp.

mod_l 500A. This is a time-compression-type analyzer with a

llanning window. The test results obtained from the snalysi_ of

the IEQ blast noise study have been roanalyzed with thd 1976

data analysis system, designed for ths EPA study, and are

incorporated into the results Of this report. The test results

obtained by the Bureau of Mines during the IEQ blast noise study

was recently published by the Bureau. 3 Data frol their report is

also incorporated into the summaries contained in this report.

i A.2.4 Alterations to the 1976 Mobile Recordin_ System

I For the IEQ blast noise study of 1975, the Bureau of Mines msd_I
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all the vibration measurements. The results of their measurements

are summarized in Ref. 3. These data show less of a decrease in

ground vibration level wi_% distance than was found on the quarries

-- measured in the EPA study. The Dureau of Mines results from the

._ IEQ study were the basis for establishing the vibration-measuring

sensitivity requirements for the EPA study. It came as a surprise
[.

last fall to find that the quarries in the Chicago area produced

: less ground vibration. The ground vibration levels were lower

i:i_ than expected for a number Of reasons. The charge weight per delay

• was, on the avoragc, lees last fall than that measured in 1975.

F Furthermore, the distance between the blast event and the inetru-
I

m_nted dwelling was increa_ed far more than had been anticipated
(I000 meters) in order to separate the arrival time of the ground

wave from the arrival Of the airborne blast wav_ at the instrumented

dwelling. To OVercome these lower signal levels, 30 dB prnampli-

fiefs were quickly constructed and inserted in the signal leads
from each velocity transducer. An additional preamplifier was

_ constructed for th_ accel_ration measurements that permitted a

gain increase up to 40 dS in i0 dB _tepe.

Th, added preamplifiers are illustrat_d in Pig. A.2.4-I in block

diagram fdrm and are shown in th_ forogronnd of the center of the

.? photograph in Pig. A.I.5-1. Xn the oarly phase of the measurement

program during the current study, two rooms wer_ instrumented

simultaneously in a dwelling. The sound level and the vertical

velocity of the floor in the two rooms were r_corded during the
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blast, It was believed tbat tile vertical component in the floor

would bs tilemost significant motion during a blast, floweret, t_

to prove this, it was decided that tbe three mutually perpendicular
U

planes (lateral, transverse, and vertical) should be measured

simultaneously. The limited number of available data-recording r.
--J

channmls permitted the recording of sound and vibration in one

room only during a blast event,

He additional technics, problems were encountered during th_ flcld

measurement phase o_ this program. The total number of recorded

blast events was strictly dictated by the number of homes (18)

located downwind of a quarry blast that were available for measure-

meat.

A.3 Anal_sls of Recorded Blast Noise and Vibration

rmmedlately after the recording of each blast, the instrumentation

was returned to the laboratory for analysis O_ the recorded signals.

The storage oscilloscope was used in the field to check the con- n
dition of the recorded sign.ln immndlat_ly after a blast if a

second blast was to follow within an hour or two.

A.3.1 Data Analysis Systems

A wide variety of signal analyses was performed by the instrumsnta-

tics shown in Fig. A.3.l-l. The data analysis m_thodology is

described in the following subsections.

I ..........
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Pig. A.3.1-1 D_ta _n=ly=i_ In=truaent_tlon.

I
A.3.2 Time I[iatory of Blast Event

The _ound and vibration data recorded on the IIewlott Packard type _]

3968A eight-channel tape rscorder was first reproduced into an

eight-channel oscillograph chart recorder (Honeywell Vlsicorder

Model 1858). The setup for the time history analysis is shown _J
L_

in Fig. A.3.2-I. Ths FFT analyzer (Nicolet Scientific Corp. Model

440A) was utilized in the time domain to locate the blast event

on the magnetic tape. Th_ photossnsitive strip charge is 0.2

m_tsrs wide (8 inches) and was normally operated at a chart spssd ;'_

of 0.i meters per second. The blast event extended over a psriod []
J

of 5 to 8 seconds and thus some of the chart records are appro.xi-

merely i ,loter long. In order to present this information in this
LU

report, additional records were made with a more compressed timeA-28
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scale. The photo-sensitive record was then photographed and

reduced 20% and placed in Appendix B. A detailed discussion ¢=

of a typical record of blast noise and vibration amplitude is

coveredin SectionA.4.

A.3.3 Spectrum Analzsis and Pre_ucnc Z Wei_htin_

A detailed spectrum analysis was made of a recorded noise and

vibration signal associated with a particular blast event. The ,7

transducers located outside a dwelling recorded only one signal

of interest; either the air blast or the ground vibration. The

transducers inside the dwelling recorded two signals. Ths first

signal was the noise and vibration in ths house caused by the

ground-borne vibration from the blast, and the second signal was G
the noise and vibration in the house caused by the air blast. A

separate analymla Wse made of each of theme signals.

The fast Fourier trnnsfor_ (FFT) spectrum analyzer provided a

detailed spectrum of each signal. The spectrum was then plottsd

on graph paper with ths aid of a I|ewlett Packard type 7045A X-Y

recorder as shown in Fig. A.3.3-I.

spectrum analysis of an Impulse or shock, such as that associated
The

with blast noise, is bast accomplished with a true FFT analyzer.

It is also important that the Impulse signal be storsd unweighted

in the time domain. A r_ctsngular "window" should be used _or i_

I analyzing impulses. This program is illustrated in Figs. A.3.3-2,
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A.3.3-3, and A.3.3-4. A 4-

second-long air blast signal

is shown in the photograph in

Fig. A.3.3-2. This photograph _]

was taken of the FFT display in

the time domain for a typical

blast. The same signal is then

shown in the frequency domain in

Figs. A.3.3-3 and A.3.3-4. The

A.3.3-2 Ampll_ud_---tlm_hlotory only difference between theFig.
of an air blast.

settings on the FFT analyzer

for Figs. A.3.3-3 and A.3.3-4

is the position of the weighting

or "windowing" switch. The

spectrum shown in Fig. A.3.3-3

was obtained with a rectangular

window (no weighting) and the j

spectrum in A.3.3-4 was obtained

with a llanning weighting o_

the data displayed in Fig.

A.3.3-2. The frequency range

Fig. A.3.3-3 Air blast f_qu.ncy _I
=p©c_rum wlth r_ctangular "wlndow." in Figs. A.3.3-3 and A,3.3-4

is 0 to'f00 Hz full-scale with

i0 Hz intervals marked along

the top and bottom of the fre-

quency (F) scale. The decibel
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scale (DB) on the left is

E 60 dB full-scaleandi0dBper
division. The difference in

_3 the spectra Figs.
shown in

A.3.3-3 and A.3.3-4 illustrates

_. the magnitude of the error

E encountered in Fig. A.3.3-4
by utilizingtile llanningor

:If Fig. A.S.3-d Air blast frcqu@ncy cosine squared weighting on

m

u_ spactrum with llanning"window."
the blast signal shown in Fig.

E A.3.3-2. There ia a peak in

!_ the spectrum at 18 llZ in Fig. A.3.3-3, which is suppressed about
T 15 dR in Fi_. A.3.3-4. Many real-tilm_ spectrum analyzers which

i_-- were on the market prior to the introduction of the FFT analyzar

contain llannlng weighting only and thus are subject to the errors

i discussed here. This e_ror with a llanning window can be reduced

_i to one dB or lass if the entire signal of interest is positioned

'u in the center half of the time storage (or window).

i

!; The detailed spectrum analysis of each quarry blast noise and

!_l vibration signal recorded was automatically plo_ted on a large

sheet of graph paper.

_,'_%_,; Whenever the slgnal-to-noise ratio off the recorded signal was

I particularly poor, an additional spectrum analysis of _h_ bacM-

k
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ground noise just prior to the blast event was also analyzed and

plotted to permit one to separate out the "wow" and "flutter"

components of the tape recorder from the true noise and vibration _
signal of interest. Faithfully recording the entire frequency

spectra of quarry blast events requires a data-recording and

reproduction system with outstanding dynamic range. The eight-

channel FM tape rseorder had a 50 dB dynamic range over the total

bandwidth from 0 to 2500 IIz when recording and reproducing at a
tape speed of 19 am/second (7.5 ips). In the primary frequency

range of intsrst (0 to 200 I[z) the dynamic range of the tape recorder

was 60 dB. This dynamic rang_ was set by the fundamental frequency

of the wow and flutter component (near 6 tlz). All harmonics of

ths wow and flutter component wer_ more than 70 dB down. The tape
recorder had a harmonic distortion level of lass than 0.3_ at _ull

record level, Tho portable CaSSette data recorder shown An Fig,

A.3.3-1 was utilized to record _he A-weighted sound level inside

a dwelling during a blast. The broadband dynamic range of this

recorder was approximately 45 dB with a maximum harmonic distortion
level of i_.

Many different analyses were attempted utilizing the standard

type 1 (precision) sound-level meter with diffsrent weighting

networks or external filter networks. The adJt*stable high-pass,
low-pass filter was a K_on-Hite model 3322. The roll-off

characteristics outside the band pass for this filter is 24 dB

per octave. The sound-level meter shown in the block diagram _n
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Fig. A.3.3-I was a GenRad type 1933. This instrument was Qome-

times replaced by a GeaRed type 1981 that had been modified for

C-weighting. The modified instrument had the advantage of being

able to capture the maximum signal level and display it continuously
&

in digital form. The frequency spectra of all data for this study

is available at EPA/ONAC. Comparisons of various d_seriDtore

are summarized in several tables contained in Section 3.4

A.3.4 Determination of the Noise and Vibration Energy (VEL) from

a.Blast Event

Th_ 9_em assembled for determining the energy density (VEL and

SEL) using various filtering devices is shown in Fig. A.3.4-1,

The oscilloscope and the FF_ analyzer served primarily to locate

_e portion of the blast event that was to he analyzed (separating

the indoor noise and vibration from the ground wave and the air

wave produced by a quarry blast). The oscilloscope was used

primarily to assure that the DC offset in the signal entering

the squaring device was at or near 0 volts DC immedlatsly prior

to the arrival of ths blast signal. The squaring and integrator

was s DC pass system and _hus it was mos_ important to avoid any

undesirable DC offset into the detector system, since this would

lead to errors in the final answer. The squaring device was made

up of analog computin_ modules. The integrator was a classical

Miller integrator with a aelsctsble time constant of 1 second or

I0 seconds. The output of the integrator was f_d directly to a

A-35
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conventional DC digital voltmeter, Initially a log converter

j

was placed betwssn ths integrator and the digital voltmeter so

_2 that the digital voltmeter would read directly in decibels.

. IIowever, the small but important DC drift in the output of the

,. logging device created unacceptable errors in the digital volt-
i

'- meter readout. With tho removal of the log unit, _le voltmeter

!,
• reading was converted hack into decibels by simply computing the

l

I-

L log Of the signal with a hand calculator.
!

TO calibrate the S_L/VEL meter, a refersnce tone from the tape

!
- r_oorder was played through the system and the signal was integrated

I for exactly l0 seconds with the integrator switch in ths 10-second

position. The output answer then became the reference for the

1-second position on the integrator_ Xn this way all impulse

signals, irrespective of their duration, were automatically

._ normalized to 1-second integration time.

Deter;nining the SEL/VEL of the various signals placed the most

stringent requirements on the dynamic range and DC drift Of the

tape recorder. Initially it appeared dssirable to compute the

vector sum Of the vibration signals from the three mutually per-

pendicular vsloclty pickups. The idea was fine, but it proved

I alm6st impossible to execute accurately. To enhance the usmble

dynamic tangs of the taps recorder by i0 dB, three idsntlcal 4-

pole (24 dB per octave) low-pass filters set at 200 Hz were insertedU
in the three signal lines from the tape recorder to the vector-



summing device. The low-pass filters helped the situation, but

there wore two remalning problems that finally discouraged the

use of the vector-summing device. It has been pointed out how

important it is to maintain a near zero offset voltage (immediately ul

prior to the blast signaL) when entering th_ squaring dovico and iX

integrator. This problem exists for a signal entering _le vector- nl

stunming devico, except now one mut_t maintain zero offset for thre_

signals instead of Just one. This proved to be a problem for

signals with a fair to poor signal-to-noise ratio. The second

problem had to do with the primary wow and flutter component from

th_ tap_ recorder. The vector-summing d_vic_ saw this frequency

component arrive in phase from all three channels simultaneously _;

and thus it squared th_ undesirable wow signal and summed all S
three signals Inphase. It was finally concluded that the most

accurate value for th_ vector sum would be arrived at by mathe-

matically summing the output signal from the digital voltmeter for

the thrs_ individual components analyzed separately. In situations _!

where the signal-to-soles ratio was particularly poor, the SEL/VEL

would be determinnd for the particular blest event; a section of

the tape immedlately be_ors the blast would be analyzed for pro- _i

cisely th_ same amount of time, and the resultant answer on the i
J

digital voltmeter subtracted from th_ results obtained during the I

blast. Whenever the output voltage _rom tho integrator was not

at least twice the value of the background noia_, the results ware

not reported. Fortunately, this 3 ds signal-to-noise ratio

situation was seldom _noounterod.

J
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The results of the SEL/VEL analysis of all recorded signals

utilizing a variety of input filters and weighting networks is

contained in Table A.4.3-2. Comparison of the SEL/VEL results
a

with other descriptors is summarized in Section 3.4.

I
;_ The peak values for the lateral, transverse, and vertical vector

i" e_ms were difficult to obtain accurately from the tape-recorded

I,

I signals for the reasons just discussed. This loss of inforlnation

( is not considered significant since the peak vector sum is normally ;

L equal to the maximum peak of any one of th_ three components.

,
j-

I

_ The C-wslghted SEL air blast data was difficult to obtain outdoors {

Ibecause the measuring microphone was also raqulred to measure th_

I llz air blast peak, which was found to be typically more than

25 dB abov_ the C-welghted SEL. i

I
I
t

A.4 Data Presentation and Interpretation !

A.4.1 Time History Records

The t_me history of the blest shows the separation of the ground-

borne wave outside to the airborne wave outside and the effect

each one has on the inside of the dwelling. Figure A.4.1-1 ks

a sample oscilloscope recording of blast 15 displaying the lateral,

transverse, and vertical velocity measurements outside (channels i,

2, and 3, respectively); the airborne wave outside (channel 4);

the vertical floor sccsleratlon inside (channel 5); and t-he lateral,

transverse, and vertical floor velocity inside (channels 5, 7, and 8,
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respectively. All eight traces were made simultaneously, with

the vertical lines representing one-second time intervals. No

absolute amplitude scale was intended for these oscillogrsph

records, only the time history. However, the three outdoor velocity

I
__ traces (i, 2 and 3) |lave twice the signal amplification of the in-

,_ door velocity traces (6, 7 and 8). This time history shows the

arrival Of the _round-borne wave outside and the resultant vibra-
i
_" tion inside the |louse. This signal decays until the airborne waveI.

I" arrivss and initiates a second vibration inside the house. Figurs

A.4.1-2 is an oscillograph recording of blast 7 displaying the

I- lateral velocity outside (channsl i), the Outdoor airborne wave

I (channel 4), and the indoor sound pressure (channel 5). This tim_

history shows the arrival of th_ ground-born_ wave outsids and the

resultant noise inside due to ths vibration of the house and pos-

sibly the r_ttling of bric-a-brac. The airborne wave arrivss

later and passes into the house nearly unchanged. The walls of

the home filter out the high-frequency content of the sound wave

but are transparent to the low-frequency (appro×imately i ||z)

component. Thersfore, the overall shaps of the time trace of the

indoor sound pressure le identical to that Of _hs outdoor sound

pressure, but the Jaggedness due to the higher frequencies pressnt

in the outdoor £race is absent from ths indoor trace, Oscillo-

graph records of blast 1 through 18 are included in Appendix B.

R
The most important information given by the oscillograph rscords

is the time history, which psrmits
correlation between th6 outdoor

I A-41+





signal and the resultant indoor signals. By examining the

oscillograph records, a sharp line could be drawn in most cases

between the indoor sound and vibration caused by the ground wave

and the indoor sound and vibration caused by the air wave. It

j was surprising to find that the ground vibration measured outside

the dwelling caused the dwelling walls and floors to vibrate for

- a longer period than tile signal duration in the ground outside.

The same phenomenon happens with tile blast wave, but it is not as

obvious from the Oscillograph records. It has been pointed OUt

i- elsewhere in this report that it is necessary to separate the
I

. blast site from the dwelling to be monitored by a distance of

,_ about i000 meters in order to have a clear separation of the signals

I] produced by the ground wave and the air blast. At these great dis-

tances the signals w_re very low, and sometimes interference from

i_ footfalls and other activity in the dwelling caused unwanted signalsclose to the blast events of interest. The oscillograph records

i_ were of great a_slstance in determining the exact tim_ for signal

I:: analysis, and thereby eliminating unwanted sound and vibration

signals during the blast. A few oscillograph records showed ground

waves arriving at different _imes due to different paths in the

earth (see blasts 7, 15, and 18). Monitoring the indoor vibration

in a typical dwelling within 300 meters of a blast event made it

impossible to separate the contributions of ground-borne energy

and the airborne blast wave. When the distance between the blast

event and the instrumented dwelling was increased, the oscillograph
q

records made the r_lative importance of the ground and air waves

I more apparent.
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A.4.2 Frequency Spectra

Frequency spectra of selected signals from blast 15 are shown in

Figs. A.4.2-1 through A.4.2-9. There is no absolute full scale

for these spectra although they are accurately marked in i0 dB

("DB" on left side of figures) ,

increments with a total range
D

of 60 dB. The absolute magni-

tude of these spectra was

determined by automatically

plotting the detailed spectra

on large graph paper. The fre-

quency range noted by "F" ,_

along the bottom of the spectra

is linear from 0 to 200 IIz

Fig. A.4.2-I Outdoor iAtorml ground

v.loclty for bla,t no. 15. for all. The frequency spectra

of the outdoor lateral and

vertical ground velocities

are dlsplaz_d in Figs. A°4.2-1

and A.4.2-2, respectively.

Fig. A.4.2-3 is a frcqucncy

spectrum of the outdoor sound

pressure. These three spectra

demonstrate that the ground

Fig. A.4.2-2 Outdoor var_leAl ground wave contains the major portion
v_loc£ty for blast no. 15. J

of its energy between 5 and 100

o ?
m
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IIz. The frequency spectra of the indoor lateral floor velocity

due to the ground-borne wave and airborne wave are shown in Figs.

A.4.2-4 and A.4.2-5, respectively. These two spectra demonstrate

that the frequency content of the outdeor ground-borne and airborne

waves is transf0rred into the

dwelling vibration. Both

spectra show a prominent

frequency component At 8 Hz,

even _ough this frequency com-

ponent is not of major importance

in the outdoor ground velocity

or sound pressure. This fre-

m queney component is probably

the resonant frequency of then
Fig. A.4.2-_ Ou_oor sDund pr_uoure.

2 floor in this horizontal

direction. Figures A.4.2-6

- and A,4,2-7 are frequency

spectra of the vertical floor

velocitydueto theground-

;_ borne wave and the airborne

-_ wave,respectively._heae

- spectra also show higher fre-

quency content due to the

ground-borne wave than to the

_>ig.A.,I.2-4 Indoor lateral _loor airborne wave. To ensure that
I v_locity du_ to the ground wav_.

rnm ;_ there are no frequency cam-

;- portents of the ground-borne

- A-45



wave or airborne wave below the 4 llz cutoff of the velocity trans-

ducers, the acceleration frequency spectra of the vertical floor

vibration due to the ground-borne and airborne waves were analyzed.

These spectra are shown in Figs. A.4.2-8 and A..I.2-9. The ground-

borne wave contains no ci

significant energy below 5 If:

in the acceleration spectrum.

The acceleration of the floor

t!
due to the airborne wave does _-

show a frequency component at

1 Ilc, but this component is

of little significa,ce come, red

to the energy between 10 and

50llz.

Fig. A.4.2-5 Indoo_ lateral _10or
velocity du_ to the air wave.

Some spectra show a relatively

high level component near 0 H¢. ]

This very low frequency infer]na-
n

tion is caused by low-frequency

(De) drifting in the total

record-reproduce system and

should be ignored when viewing

the spectra.

Pig. A.4.2-6 _ndoor v©_tlcal floor The frequency _pectrum obtained
valOClty du_ to th_ ground way0. i_

with the FFT narrowband analyzer

was examined in detall for each

m
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signal from all recorded blast events. A careful study of all

of tile outdoor gound velocity spectra showed that the bandwidth

of ground vibration was encompassed between 5 and 200 Hz. The

spectra from the air wave had a very prominent component at 1 Hz

- (_ 0.5 Ilz) and a very sharp

roll-off above and below this

frequency. Examination of

the indoor blast noise and

vibrationspectra showed

energy at the same frequencies

- found Outside. A vibration

criterion was established for

a typicaldwellingby deter-

mining the frequency bandwidth

Fig. A.4.2-7 Indoor Vortical floor
valoci_y dua to th_ air wave. at which the indoor floor

velocity signal levels were
J
, higher than the ground velocity

, measured outside the same

• dwelling. A compositeof all

-' of tiledata suggests that the

q principal range of interest is

"_ from 5 to 50 IIz, with secondary

resonances up to 200 Ilz. This
: vibration criterion formulated

:(

Fig. A.4.2-0 _n_oor v_r_ical floor the basis for determining theu_
• acc_l_ranlos dt_¢ to _I]_ground wave.

in transfer function utilizing
i'

= I
m
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various descriptors wi_%

different weighting or fre- m.

quency characteristics. The

air wave had to be treated in *'

a somewhat different fasilion _

because of the very prominent

1 }Is component. It was deter-

mined that the 1 IIz component

inside the dwelling was typi-

Fig. A.4.2-9 Indoor v_rt_cal floor cally on tile same level as the
accoloratlon due to the air wave.

1 IIz component outside the

dwelling. It was also found

that the 1 HZ component did not excite s typical dwelling at 1 ]Xz.

Therefore, a different criterion for evaluating the indoor vibration

caused by the outdoor air ways was established. This criterion

was specified as follows: Determine the peak level in the indoor

velocity measurement above 4 Ilz and then determine the frequency

bandwidth at the 20 dB down points at _ither ,ide of this peak
D

component. By comparing the various velocity spectra measured on

the f_oor of the dw_lling, it was found that a frequency bandwidth

extending from 4 to 50 IXz would adequately descrlbs the spectrum

required to correlate witll the outdoor air wave. _nasmuch as this

data was obtained at a considerable distanc_ (typically i000 meters)

from the blast, it was considered important to extend the upper

frequency range to 200 i_z to encompass the higher frequency energies
m

that one would expect to find in a dwelling v_ry close to a blast.
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Thus far the transfer function from the ground-borne wave to _le
indoor floor vibration and the airborne wave to the indoor floor

vibration have been discussed. There are two additional transfer

functions that are of significance: _he outdoor air wave versus

the indoor air wave or noise and the outdoor ground vibration that

!_ causes noise inside the dwelling. The outdoor air wave entering
I:,

!.J a typical dwelling is not attenuated at the peek frequency in the

1 vicinity of 1 IIz. This 1 H: component is inaudible to humans.
!4
; Tho frequency range of principal interest would be the A-weighted

narrowband It was interesting to learn that the A-weightedspectra.

14 narrowband spectrum was nearly over frequency range ex-
flat the

!_ tending from 1 to 2000 HZ. In most instances the maximum energy

II after the spectrum had been A-weighted coincided with the resonant

frequencies of the dwellings in the l0 to 200 Hz range. The A-

weighted recordings were made inside the dw_llings during each

blast event to r_¢ord the rattling effects from windows, bric-a-

brac on shelves, dishes in cupboards, and the dwelling in general.

These ere all non-linear effects that are not readily scaled and

thus it is difficult to predict what the A-weighted sound level

will do with highez or lower air blast impingement upon the

dwelling.

To an observer standing outside a dwelling the passing of the

ground wave from a blast event appears very insignificant. The

measurement of the sound outside the dwelling con_il-ms this. On

the other hand, the microphon_ signal inside th_. dwelling showed

-_ A-49
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a substantial noise generated by the dwelling being shaken by the

ground wave. The prominent frequencies in the airborne spectrum

inside the dwelling were identical to the floor vibration fre-

quencies found in the dwelling. Part of the experiment was to

I$

make limited measurements of the velocity of the walls during the _

arrival of both the ground and air waves. From these measurements,

it was concluded that the floor velocity and the well velocity were

vsry similar in magnitude and frequency. Both surfaces contributed

to the sound in the room and gave similar characteristics to the

sound spectra in the room during the passing of the ground wave.

A.4.3 Sin@is-Number Descriptors

Settles A.3 discussed in detail ths data analysis procedures used

to det_rmln_ a wide variety of single-number descriptors for math

of the blast measurements. The results of this analysis utilizing

the various descriptors arm presented in Tables A.4.3-I through:

A.4.3-6. The maximum instantaneous peaks of each blast noise and

vibration signal shown in Table A.4.3-I were detmrmlned from the
U

original calibrated oscillograph records that utilized an e_panded

tlme scala to produce records approximately 1 meter in l_ngth.

Thas_ long and bulky records ware _ssy to read but difficult to

reproduce in th_ report. Th_ oscillograph records shown in 1
)

Appendix B are the same data presented in a eomprsssed fore,at.

All recorded da_a on blast noise and vibration were al_o passed _
W

through a 4 to 200 Hz filter. The sigl_al from the filter wa_
A-S0
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Tablo

h.4.3-I. Mnxlmum llmtantancouu ponktJ of blaut ovcntn (cxcupt accol_ratlon '.'t_JrJ|Itut| tllrotlrJh_ 5.G |{z

low-pa.u £11tor _rom .5 llm to 200 Jlm). D_ttt in dB rm I m/_+{_cfor wloclty+ re 1 9 for

accolcratlon nI;_ +o 20 IIpaucal, tor uound promuuro Imvol.

Outdoor Grottnd Vortical Ploor

---- Voloc/t_, Outdoor Indoor I;ound I_tcrnl 'J'ran:;vcrt;o Vertical Accolor=1tion
|+_t, 'P£_lltJ. V(}r t. l_otBId 9rotlr=d ctll" t]i'Ot]ll(| _11l- 9rotund ¢llr 9_oun_ ctir 91"0_u3tl =111-

lllabt dB ro dll ;:¢t dO fro dB ro dO ro dO re dll ro dD t-u do ro all| ru do t:e dO ro dB ro dll ro

tlo. m/uoo ;_I/_uc ;_/elec 20 11pa 20 IIpa 20 11Da m/_;ec m/_¢_c m/i_ec In/flue mlllec m/uec I g 1 q

1 - - 07.0 106.5 - -59.5 - -52.2

2 -41}.5 -49.5 -52,9 120.0 99.0 121.0 - - -49.1 - -32.0 -51.1

3 -47.2 -46.3. -52,9 117.6 110.6 116.1 - - -45.0 -59.0 -46.1

4 -55.0 -52.5 -55,3 112,0 103.0 113.5 - - -51.0 -65.0 -41.4

5 -5[}.5 -61o3 -50.5 104.5 94.0 106.2 -56.9 -54.3 - -56.7 -

6 -57.4 -57.0 -55.8 114.3 97.5 115.2 -50.1 -63.] -55.4

7 -4.3.0 -42.7 -48.2 122.1 115.2 124.0 -40.1 -57.0 -46.9 -63..3 -40.0 -_0.8

0 -69.1 -73.3 -73.3 112.2 11.3.0 -70.9 -77.0 -77.4 -77.4 -74.0 -64.9

9 -68.5 -69.0 -71.4 114.0 112.7 -68.0 -75.4 -6t|.5 -75.0 -63.7 -59..3

10 -70.2 -70.0 -69.7 111.9 06.6 115.5 -73.5 -60.1) -7.3.5 -77.7 -72.1 -6.3.7

II -69.0 -?2.3 -60.2 11.3.6 04.7 114.4 -71.3 -70..3 -74.4 -79.4 -70.2 -74.4

12 -57.3 -63.1 -63.8 107.3 121.7 -62.0 -73.4 -52.4

I] -60,9 -63.3 -70.3 99.4 100.0 -62.9 -70.9 -57.6 -73.1 -61,7 -6_.0

14 -75.4 -7).4 -74.9 123.8 -69.0 -76.9 -70.5 -72.1 -70.1 -76.9 -57.1 -56.0

]5 -66,4 -65.fi -67.4 119.3 -63.8 -60.0 -65.3 -611.2 -60.5 -59.9 -49.4 -47.6

16 -64.5 -67.3 -67.7 115.9 - -66.5 -{II.3 -70.0 -79.0 -64.9 -60.0 -49.8 -53.7

l? -76,5 -73,7 -74.8 107.7 -74.6 -76.9 -71,6 -02.9 -74.6 -72.1 -61.1 -50.9

18 -72.0 -7_.0 -76.9 116.0 - -75.0 -70.3 -71.4 -71.7 -70.9 -70.6 -



Tablo
A.4.3-2. Tho ,'i_b Lilt(| V_L reuultooE bl_gL ovuntu over a 4 IlL to 200 Ilk EllLor (oxcopL acc]or_t/on wol9hLed

throtl�h _ 5.0 Oz low _u _llt_r _rom .5 ll7. to 200 0_.|. D_L_ In dB ro 1 m/u_c for voloclty,
_u 1 9 _or Accu]or_tioll nltd ro 20 iip_c_]o _or _otlxld l_'_ou_t_ru loyo|.

Otztdoor GrouJ_d IIzdoor _loor V_loclt¥ Vortical _]oo_

I,_t. T_nnu. Vor_-, ¸ _oLznd 9z'ound _lr g_o,nd _i_ ground _tr grmmd _lr _ro_zJ_ _tr
01_ut d|| r_l dO _ dD _ dD ro dO r_ ¢|11 ro dO _o dD r_ dB ro dl_ ro d|l r_ dO ru dl| r_ d[] rc

No. m/gut m/uuc m/oec 20 li [m 20 II pa 20 II t_ m/goo m/uoc m/ueo rn/uuc m/.cc m/u_c I g 1 9

] 79.0 0U.0 -72.5 -75.0 -6G.O

2 -G1.3 -GI.0 -64.3 103.g 00.5 99.0 -G2.I -76.0 -44.2 -59.O

-62.4 -61.0 -70.5 96.4 95.0 t_O.6 -C,l.G -97.0 -57.3

4 -67.4 -65.0 -69.5 97.1 90.5 99.8 -61.5 -72.0 -50.2

5 -70.4 -71.0 -69.0 90.2 02.4 90.5 -67.7 -65°2 -67.3 -

6 -60.4 -60.2 -67.0 97.0 00.0 100.6 -67.6 -71.1 -65.2 - -

7 -55°0 -50.1 -65.0 90.0 90.0 98.0 -50.6 -GO.7 -56.6 - -

I_ t_ -79.7 -85.9 -04.0 95.6 77.5 96.3 -04.O -07.0 -[|7.0 -07.0 -80.0 -77.0 -
LR

9 -77_5 -7_|o 0 -00.0 97°0 7_.2 98.9 -79.2 -|J4oO -00.7 -70.5 -75.0 -74°0 -

10 -7.3.3 -75.0 -77.2 101.0 77.5 105.3 -77.2 -60,2 -79.6 -01.0 -74.4 -65.6 -

II -7_.O -04.1 -01.5 97.9 72._ 101.o _00.4 -76.4 -07.,1 -00.0 -02.2 -413.4 -

12 -70.1 -75.7 -74.;] - 85.4 96.5 -74.1 -00.2 -6G.4 -05.6

1.3 -75.6 -7.3.3 -70.0 09.4 75.0 91.O -71.5 -65.7 -70.7 -70.2 -

14 -82.2 -82.2 ' -f|4.0 100.9 -70.5 -_7.0 -7_.5 -fl0,7 -7_.2 -87.0 -66.0 -65.0

15 -77.0 -77.2 -70.0 102.4 -75.0 -57.2 -76,5 -95.0 -72.7 -69.9 -60.6 -5t5,5

16 -75,5 -78.5 -00,4 102.2 -7',},5 -91.0 -02.1 -00.4 -7|l.2 -75.1 -66.0 -65.4

17 -85.0 -84,2 -_5.6 92.0 -85.2 -07.0 -0_.5 -92.5 -0_.2 -||0.6 -70.0 -69.0

16 -BX,6 -85.2 -09.7 99,6 _'05.5 -00,0 -03.0 -82.7 -fl3.O -8_.7 .

"_" q 'T_I

1



TablQ A.4.3-3. SEL of blast ovcnto through a C-wclghtlnq n_twork or an
A-wolghtlng nQtw0rk. All in dB ra 20 lJ poscnls.

Outdoor Indoor Indoor

C'W_Ightcd SEL C-wolghtcd SEL A-woightad SEL
nl_st

11o. Air W_V_ Ground WAvo Air Wave Air WavQ

1 7s.2 A.o -
2 84.2 85.2 -

3 83.3 75.8

4 81.6 83.2

5 77.6 76.5 71.7 54.7

6 79.7 80.0 52,5 .I

7 a3.6 90.0 03,0 55.9 il
F 1

8 71.2 82.3 49.5 .

9 83.9 71.7 81.5 54.0

I0 92.1 72.5 85.4 51.7

11 85.2 69.5 78.1 4B.7

12 - 82.5 71.2

13 - 68.2 71.2

14 101._ - 61.7

15 92.5 - 49.9

16 88.1 44.7

17 83.6 47.3

18 87.9 54.2

A-53
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Tnbla A.4.3-5, Blow mater ra_pon_o oE bl_st ovantD through a C-woi_h_Inc]

_at_r_. _ound _r¢_ura d_ta in d8 ro 20 IJ p_ocal_, _nd

v_loc_ty dat_ in dB r_ i ma_o_ pot _cond.

, ,,....... ,,, , ,,,, ,

Outdoor V_1oc2_y Outdoor _ound

_o. L V dB r_ 20 p _a

I

2 -55.9 -G9.6 _9.8

3 -74.8 -70,7 02.5

4 -72_9 -73._ 81.9

5 -7_.4 -73.7 73.7

6 -76.D -73.3 00°7

7 -72.4 -7_.7 82.6

-76.5 -88.3 05.2

9 -85.1 -86.5 83.0

10 -78.4 -81.5 89,8

IA "$2.2 "85.3 84.6

12 -73.B -77.5

13 -85.4 -84.9 76.0

14 -_J. S -9_ •0 93.0

15 -01.0 -0_.9 91.0

16 -80.7 -84,4 -qT,O

17 -91o4 -_O,fl _J2,O

la -89.1 -95.4 87.0

_ , ,.. ,

"/,i
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Toblo A.4.3-6. Outdoor 8ound pro=suro m_asuromQnt_ o_ blast _vanto mado by r

Illlnoi_ Envlronmontol Protoctlon Agency In 1976 on quarry
or coal mlno proport7. All in dB ro 20 I_paoc_l=

_x cha=gQ }7'
Blmnt Dl_tanco Par Dol&y Poah Sound SEL Slow R_ponaa Slo_tna_[mnBQ

NO. (mator_) (K grama) Proaaura L_val 4-200 tiz 4-200 HZ C'_°Ight°d l'.:

1 130 30.0 117 103.4 100 90 _"

2 229 30.0 122 105.5 i00 97

8 395 J0,0 132 ii0.7 110 109

9 254 01.2 127 113.5 112 105 n

I0 315 30.8 131 100.4 105 102.5

ii 372 30.8 133 107.4 104 i00

396 30.4 115 100.2 96 95,5 _
12

19 512 95.2 123 108.6 106.5 99

20 512 95.2 121 I00.5 103.2 95.3

21 512 136.1 131 100.5 106.0 103.5

22 J76 381.0 136 120.5 118.2 110.7
23 396 340.2 127 117.1 114 106.0

24 152 385,6 133 116.0 113.5 111.5

25 412 476,3 140 125.0 122.1 114.8

26 412 476.3 145 130.3 128.5 120.7

l

i

I

•
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squared and integrated with a true integrator having a 1-second

time constant to obtain SEL or VEL. This data is presented in

Table A.4.3-2.

The sound pressure level measurements recorded both inside and

OUtSide were sent through a standard C-weighted network and

L
I" analysed to obtain CSEL. The A-weighted sound level recorded

i- inside the dwelling was analyzed in the same manner. This reduced

i[ data is presented in Table A.4.3-3.

All outdoor sound data and many outdoor velocity measurements were

passed through a conventional sound-level meter containing an

external band-pass filter from 4 to 200 Hz. The maximum meter

reading on slow response was recorded and the results are presented

in Table A.4.3-4,

A _imilar experiment was conducted utilizing the convsntlonal

C-weighting network on the sound-level meter. Again, the maximum

reading obtained with a slow meter response ie shown in Table

A.4.3-5.

These various descriptors were also used to analyze the outdoor

air blast sound recordings made by _lllnois EPA. The results of

the analysis are shown in Table A.4.3-6.

A-57
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In addition to the blast noise and vibration measurements taken

inside and outside the selected dwellings, data was obtained to

do_oribs the physical characteristics of the dwelling, weather
conditions, the distance between the blast and the instrumented

dwelling, and the blast configuration. Those data are presented

in Appendix s together with the sound and vib=ation results for

each blast. The information is also summarized in Table A.4.3-7.

i

I

r
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I._,..' I I. I ( . ,L I_ _ _ L:...1 L. J L..J 1, o_i L_..,I I. I t _ I I _ L I I I . .J t .J L I I

Table

_.4. :1-7. PhylJicnl da_n on quarr V blnsJt_J mop,lured by l_mpotlnal_ Au_oclatcu Inco durincj Au_julJt, fiepter_bor
and Octobur, 1976

|_l_*=_nc_ Ha_tmum HinO

Iron1 ch_r_c_/ 'l'ol=al 'l'otal Orlcl_t._tiol_ upecd OricJ_t_ttioi_ ConuLrucLlon
l_l_t I_l_ut= d_la¥ chac_Jo LI_ _rom (kin/ . o_ wind _ o[ llm_vmcnt,

_o. (m) (k_J) (k_) (m_Jcc) bl_ut [_c_ t_vv) f_'o_ IJl_at £1oora Fr_m_ O_ter wall coi_vrctv

1 1100 30.(_ 604 392 lllO ° 9 0 _ 1 wo_d brick vcn_r hal_ l_ot_rc.d,

2 4_7 30.[l 695 392 45 ° 10 O° 1 wood I_rlvk veneer pourvd

3 12tlO 31"/,._ 39"/5 45 ° IO 45 ° 2 wood hrlck v_l_ccr l>ourcd

4 _49 59.0 t_24 l_(I 135 ° 2 wood I_rick vcnc_r pouccd

5 _79 :]0.4 531 2_6 lfl0 ° 16 90 ° I. _¢o_d |_ric:_ veneer pou_vd

6 6_i 59,0 1190 2(_6 1[_0 ° 16 _O ° 1 wood l_rlck v_nccr [_ouc_d

7 ll2fJ :117.5 3954 1_o ° 20 45 ° ! _ood _ood block

_* [_ 1(_(_7 :lO°(J 762 3711 45 ° 24 0 ° 1 _ood _'oo_l block
I

9 I(_OG 61.2 116_ 230 4._° 2_ O° 1 _¢ood _ood blocl_

IO 646 :30.13 911 462 90 ° 16 Ou 1 w_od brick von0_r [_oured

1! 701 30,_] 530 2fi6 45 ° 24 O° 1 _ood bclck veftvec l_oured

12 701 30.4 30:39 1372 1(_ 45 ° 'l'ri- wood I>rick v_ncvr Foured

1_ 6_O 30,4 f_12 40tl 90 _ 24 0 ° 2 l_r lc]_ brick I_1o¢k

14 16OO 226,_ 2._55 :_10 0 20 0 2 _t_el c.o_crc t _ nl_h
I_lock

15 762 31,(I 740 :_TB 45 ° fl 45 u _'_l- _o_d wood Imu_'vd
: I_wl

16 716 :l_., fl 529 210 45 ° [I 4_ ° Trt- wood _ood pou_ed

17 IO67 _O,fl 579 _50 45 ° 16 0_ 1 w_d I_rlvk vvl_v_c I_lo¢.k

Io 1128 3_)o_ 419 266 1_1__ 24 0 u 1 _oc_ brick vcnv_c block

Do_mvl_d i_ O_, u_owlnd _ _0Q.

r •



-- APPENDIX B

-- DETAILED TIME HISTORY OF 18 RECORDED STONE QUARRY BLAST EVENTS

BY I_AMPERMAN ASSOCIATES INC.

_,i The signals and time (l-s0cond markings) are displayed on a

linear scale. The signal levels are not calibrated in absolute

i- values. IIowsver, for al_y particular blast, the three outdoor

:: velocity pickups have the same gain, the outdoor and indoor

i mlcrophonos (on trsc_s 4 and 5) have the same gain, and the

_i thres indoor vQlocity pickups have the same gain (although it

may be different from the outdoor pickups). The oscillograph

records were displayed for easy viewing of the events vs time.

The absolute peak values for each t_aee are summarized in

Table A.4.3-1.

I •
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Quarry Blast No. 1 -_

Distance from hems to blast: Ii00 meters

Direction of home from blast: West

_omQ construction: 1 floor with half bnssment, wood _i
frame, brick veneer

Wind direction out o_ _he: East-Northeast

Wind speed: 9 K meters/hour -

Temperature: 26oC

T_mperature profile: Neutral

Cloud cover_ ZIazy

Depth Of blest below grade levelz 45 meters

To_al charge of bl_s_; 604 K grams

Maximum oharSQ par delay: 31 K gramsdelay

Humbor o_ holes; 14
m

Depth of holes: 6 _t_rs

Hw_ber o_ delays; 28

Time b_tween d_laya: 12 mseconds

Tonal _ims of blast| 392 ms_conde

Bla_t Eace orientation_ East

i

II

]
, g-2
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I

J.

P

k

Indoor , h I /'_ _- -

Pres_.re

Vertical

Floor -",---._m,_-,_._" ...... _'-_'_,_---_-,_ _'_-_ .... _ _.-_ .... -_..... -..-_,_._
/_ccelera tlon '_'_'" "F a- " ,_ . --J _-I,
Indoor

Press.re i _" !
Ver_lc_l _, ..... J .J .... L .... .x,. L. lJ ,J.... L._

Velocity

Fig. D-1. Oscillograph Record of I_l_st rio. I



Quarry blast No. 2 :-

Distance from h3me _o blast: 457 m_ters

Direction of home from blast: Northwest

I_oms construe=ion: i floor with basement, wood frame, ,_
brick veneer

Wind ditto=ion out of the: East-Northeast

Wind ep_ed: i0 K meters/hour

Temperature: 28"C

T_mp_raturo profilel Laps_

Cloud cover: Clear

Depth o_ blas= b_iow grad_ level: 45 me_srs

Total charge o_ blast: 695 K grams

Maximum charg_ p_r d_lay_ 31 K gramu/d_lay

Number of hole_: 14
m

Depth o£ holee_ 6 m_tars

Number•of dalays_ 28

Time _etween d_lays: 12 mssconde

Total tim. O_ blastl 392 ms_cond_

Blast face oriantatlon, North

r_

1



Otltdoor , ..
Latera ] _1,,w_ ..... L-
Velocity i

Outdoor

Transverse
Velocity a

Outdoor
Vertical ..........
Velocity

Otltdoor

So.nd _Pr_55nre I"
Indoor

Pr_sstlr_

Vertical

Fl OOl' "lit q_,_,r-,'v,,,-,-, ,'w_,........ ,-/_cco]erat Ion

iedoorSound _Prnssilr_ ';
I

Vertical
Floor i.,,, ....,_i .. -., . L,

Velocity •i
I

Y flg. II-2. Osclllogrophllecordof lllastIio,2
ii

,,.._..e_.-_-_ --_','_'--_-°-'- , .__-_+
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QuarryBlastNo, 3

Distance from hcf'noto blast: 1280 maters .'

Direction of home from blast: West

flame construction; 2 floors with basement, wood frame, ":_
brick vdneer

Wind direction out of the: Northeast

Wind speed: i0 K maters/hour

Tsmp_rature: 33"C

Temperature profile: Lapse '

Cloud cover, Clear

Depth Of blast below grad_ level: 43 meters

Total charge of blas_: 3975 K grams

Maximum charge per d_layz 318 K grams/delay

Number of holeaz 6

Depth oE holes; 43 meters

Number of delays| 24

Time between delays: 40, i00, 120 and 150 msecomds

Total time of bla.t: -

Blast face orientation| Southeast

3
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Qua=ryBlastNo. 4

Distance from homo to blast: 549 meters

Direction o_ homo from blast; West

IIome construction: 2 floors with basement, wood frame,brick veneer

Wind direction out of _hez None
Wind speed: 0 K meters/hour

Temperature: 27°CTemperature profile= Neutral

Cloud cover_ IIezy

Depth Of blast below grads leval_ 70 mQte=e

Total charge Of blast; 824 K grams
Maximu_ charge par delay: 59 K grams/delay

Number of holes: 13
Depth Of holes; i0 m_ters

Number of delays: 13Time b_twoan delays: 14 meeconda

Total _mQ of blaet_ 168 msacond_

Blast fac_ orientation: Southeast

S

9-a _



Vnloci ty . •

Veloclty

o,,tdoor : E Z_, AT !Sntlnd

Press(=re . X_/,:._ '_."_;[

L
Vertical __. IlhJ_.,,.,,...L...... Z..... _....... L..... ,
/_cceler_tion ...... ,_

)

Indoor .... _ ",'_,1

Pressure _. ' ,

Vertical _ ".1|=,,.._" .-_ h, = _.... _. " "Floor ........... .=l IILu ....... =AJ .............. .==- :--_

I- _ ru _ _ m _ ..J =l

_'I_i_C"_I
. Fig. /]-4, Oscillograph Record of (]last No. 40



Quarry Blast No. 5

Distanc_ from home to blast: 579 meters
Direction of home from blas_: West

Home construction: bricklfloorveneerwith basement, wood frame,

Wind direction out of t.ho: South

Wind speed| 16 K meters/hour

Temperature: 24"C

Temperature profile: Neutral

Cloud covar_ 80_ and hazy

Depth of bleat below grade level_ 70 meters

Total charge of blmst: 531 K grams_ximum charge peE dalay_ 30 K grams/delay

Number o_ holaa! i0

Depth o_ holea_ i0 metar_

Number of delay._ 20

T:Ima between dalaye_ 14 mseconds
Total time of blast_ 266 mseconds

Blast _aca orientation; East

0



Outdoor
Lateral
Velocity

OuLdoor
Transverse
Velocity

Outdoor
VePtIcol
Ve|oclLy

Outdoor
Sound
Pressure

Indoor
Sound
Pressure

VerLIcaI
Floor
VeloclLy

Lateral
Ha]l
Velocity
Tr_nsvers_
Wall
Velocity

],.,soo..l
FI9, B-5. Oscillograph flecord of 01_sL No. 5



QuarryDlas_NO.6

Diutancs from homo to blast: 655 motorsDirection of homo from blast: West

IIomo consturuction: bricklflOOrvenoorWlthbasement, wood frame,

Wind direction out of _.ho: South

Wind spe_d: 16 K meters/hour

Temperature: 27°C

Temperature profile: Lapse
Cloud cover: Clear

Depth of blast below grade level: 70 m_ter_

Total charg_ of blast; 1190 K gramsMaximum charge per delay; 59 K grams/delay

Number o_ holes| i0

Depth of holes; I0 moter_ g

Number of d_lays: 20

Tim_ between del_ys_ 14 ms_conds
Total time of blasn_ 266 msocond_

Bleat face orlentation| East

D

m



L .-'J L . ,* L_._I h. I I l I I I I I I I _ i: . I I

8"

Outdoor
L_teral w ........ _ _..... r-

VelocttyTra" e¢.-= : ............. ; F 2_-t ;.,

Ootdoor J- _ L. l-

Velocity L F t- , . . _e ;. J

Pre,_suro

"Sound _ .

Pr'essorn _i=_ - . iLotnrd

Floor _, A%'v .&J_ | ....

Velocity . _ _ r i ' "I

Tran_vers_ _ I. • eFloor _ _ -_ "L - - r - -

Velocity , [
Floor _ IINW_5.;;;_r_._-_?:; .='_;T_;_-;-=_r2_+- -._+__L_=_ -r-++--
Velocity

..... _-1 sec -, II

_, FIg. 1t-6. Oscillograph Record of Bl_st rio. 6



Quarry Blas_ NO. 7

Distance from homo to blast: 1128 matersDiroction of hams from blast: West

IIomQ construction: fulll_ioor,bascmentWOOdframe bungalow,

Wind direction ou_ of the: South

Wind speed: 20 K meters/hour

Temperature: 31°C

Tempuraturo profilo: Lapss
Cloud savor: llazy - no clouds

Depth of blest bolow grads levol: 43 maters

Total charse of blast: 3954 K gram8Maximum charge par delay; 317.5 K grams/delay

Number of holusl 6

Depth of bolas; 43 m_t_rs

Number of delays_ 24

Time hstwson d_iAy_: 40, i00, 120 or 150 mseconds
Total t/me of blast_

Blast face orlantation; North-Northeast

J
3
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QuarryBlastNo. 8

Distanco from homQ to blast: 1067 meters
Diraction of home from blast: Northeast

IIo_le construction: 1 floor with basemax:t, wood frame

Wind dirsotion out Of th6: South-Southwest

Wind spsed: 24 K meters/hour

Temperature: 260C

Temperature profile: Lapsa _,
Cloud covar; 50_

Depth of blast below grade l_val: 45 meters

Total charge of blast: 762 K gramsMaximum cbarga per delay: 31 K grams/dalay

Number o_ hola.: 14

Depth of holes: i0 mc_ers

Number of delays: 28

Tima between delays: 14 msaconds

Total t/ms of blast: 378 maaconds

Blast faca orientation: East "_

8-16 '_ I'



*,.,.. k _ .... J i L__I I . i l._!_J [, I : " I I : _ " --J ( _ i- i _ '!

Outdoor e

Lateral
Velocity

Oubloor
Transvers
Velocity

Outdoor
Vertical
Veloclty

.:._
Outdoor [
Sound

Pressure _ h
Indoor I- [ L
Sound
Pressure

Latern]
Floor
Velocity.
Transverse
Floor
Velocity
Vertical
Floor
Veloc|ty

L ÷ 1 sac ,_ _0FIg. _-8. Osclllograp Record of Bl_st . 0



QuarryBlastNo.9

Distance from home to blaatl 1006 meters
Direction of home from blast: Northeast

Home construction: 1 floor with basement, wood frame

Wind direction out o_ the: South-Southwest

Wind speed: 24 K meters/hour

Temperature: 27°C

Temperature profile: Lapse
Cloud cover: i00_

Depth of blast below grade level: 45 maters

Total charge of blast: 1165 K gramsMaximu_ charge par delay: 61 K grams/delay

Number of holesa 17

Depth Of holes; I0 maters

Number of delaym; 17

Tim_ between delay_: 14 meeeonde
Total time of blast2 238 mseconds

Blast face oriental.ion: East _,_
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Quarry Blast No. 10

Dlstancs from home to blast: G4G m_ters

Direction of home from blast: North

I{omQ construction: 1 floor with basement, wood frame
brick veneer

Wind dlr_ction out of the; South

Wind spesdz 16 K msters/hour

Temp_ra_urez 22°C

Temperature profilez Neutral
Cloud cover; Clear

Depth of blast bslow grade level; 70 mst_rs

Total charge of blast| 911 K grams

Maximum charge par d_lay: 31 K srams/delay

Number of holes; 17 _ i

Depth of holes; I0 m_ter. _ i

Number of delays| 34

Time between delay_| 14 mseoond_

Total tim_ of blast; 462 m_conds

Blast face orientation; East

1
1:, D
l
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,. L ._ _.., t ..... i !.:21 [.;.i I_E;] I'CI F " I I"} r-', r'-) f-l Y-'I F--"I F"l

L.t_._., ......._ ,, .,
Velocity t)i _ _ ' t

)l
h ) ,

Outdoor I. _ t-

VeloclLy ,_ J

Outdoor t '. F I I
V(:rtioll _ , )", ':......

!. ,
Outdoor (_ _ _- l; It',-

Sound F _

L_teral IVVV_,_/VP_/_

l"rallSVOr_e
Floor

Veloclt,y ,. [ I: '
Vertical
Floor

Veloc Jt.y I i l_'" '-.1_oc
. Fig. ll-lO. Osclllogr_phRecord of i]l_strio.I0
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Quarry Blast No. ii

Distnnce from home to blast: 701 meters

Direction of ho.Lo from blast_ North

J_o_o construotion_ 1 floor wi_1 baueJnent, wood frame,
brick veneer S

Wind dlr_otion Ou_ of thQ_ South

Wind _ps_d: 24 K m_ters/hour

Temperaturaz 24°C

Temperature profile; Lep_
m

Cloud oovar_ Clear

Depth Of blnet below grade lewl_ 70 meter,

Total charge of blast: 530 K gram8
EMaximum charg_ per delayl 31 K grama/delay

Number of boles_ 10 i

Depth of holeez 10 meter_

NumbGr of dal_ysl 19

Time between d_lays_ 14 ms,tends

Total t_e of blaet_ R66 mesconde

Blast face orientationl Northeast
D

h

1
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Quarry Dlast NO. 12

Distancs from home to blast: 701 metersDirection of hom_ from blast: NOE_I

l{ome construction: Tri-level, wood framQ, brick vonesr

Wind direetlon out oE the: Southwest

Wind speed: 16 K meters/hour

Temperature: 26°C

Temperatureprofile: Lapse
Cloud cover: 20%

Depth ef blast below grads level: 81 meters

Total charge o_ blast: 3039 K gramsMaxlmu/a charge per del_yl 30 K _rams/delay

Number of holes# 99

Depth of holes# 30 meters

Number of delays# 99

Time between delays# 14 mseconds
Total time of blast; 1372 msecond_

Blast facm orientation! Up
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Quarry Blast No. 13

Distanco from home to blast: 610 metsrs

Direction of home from blast: Northeast

|Xoms construction: 2-story brick, wood floors, basement

Wind direction out o_ the: Southwest []

Wind speed: 24 K m_t_rs/hour

Temperature: 23°C

Temperature profile: Neutral
Cloud cov_r: Clear

Depth of blast b_low grade isvel_ 31 meters

Total charge of blast_ 882 K grams
mMaximum oharg@ per delays 31 K grams/delay

Number of holesl ii m

Depth o_ holms_ 15.5 meters

Number of delayss 33

Time b_twoun d_lays_ 25 msecond_
Total timQ of blast_ 408 mseoonds

Blast faco orientatlo_ Northwest
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Quarry Blast No. 14

Distance from home to blast: IG00 meters
Direction of home from blast: North

l[ome construction: 2 floors, concrete block walls, pro- n

stressed concrete slabs, 3-inch
concrete floor covering

Wind direction out of the: South

Wind speed: 20 K meters/hour

TempQraturs: 18°C

Temperature pr0filc; Lapse

Cloud cover; Clear

Dept21 cf blast below grads l_vel: 30 meters

Total charge of blast: 2555 K gramsMaximum charge p_r delay: 227 K grams/delay

Number of holes; 4

Depth of holsa_ 30 meter_

Number of delays: 16

_im_ betweendel_ys: 14 mseconds
TOrSi time of blast; 210 mseoonds

Blast face orlontatlon_ North-Northeast
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Quarry Blast No. 15

Di_tnnce _rom homo to blase: 762 motors
Direction of home frem blast: Nort3".

Ilome construction: Tri-lovel, wood frame, brick veneer

Wind direction out of the: Sout/_ea_t

WAnd speed: 8 K motors/hour

Temperature; II°C

Temperature profil_: Inversion

Cloud cover: Clear

Depth of blast below srad_ level: 45 meters

Total charge of blas_: 740 K grams
Maximum chnrge per delay: 32 K g£ams/d_lay

Number of holes: 14Depth of holes: i0 meters

Number of delays; 28

Tim_ between delays: 14 mseconds

Total time of blast: 378 ms_conds

Blast face orientation| Northeast
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Quarry Bla_t No. 16

Distance from homo to blast: 716 meters

Direction of home _rom blast: North

Home construction: Tri-level, wood _rame, brick veneer

Wind dlrootion out of tho: Southeast

Wind spe_d: 8 K meters/hour

Temperature: 16°C

Temperature profile: Lapse

Cloud cover: Clear

_epth of blast b_low grade l_v_l_ 45 motors

Total charge of blast: 529 K grams D

Maximum charge per delay| 32 K grams/delay

Number of holaa_ 8

Depth of holes: i0 m_ters

Number o_ delays: i_

Time between d_lays; 14 mseoondu
Total time of blast_ 210 ms_oond_

Blast face orientation! Northeast
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Quarry Blast No. 17

J

Dis_anco from home to blast: 1067 metersDirection of home from blast: North

Hems construction: 1 fleer, wood frame, with basement

Wind direction out of the= South

Wind speed: 16 K meters/hour

Temperature: 16°C

Temperature profile; Neutral
Cloud cover= Clear

Depth of blast below grade level: 45 meters

Total charge of blast: 579 K gramsMaximum charge per delay; 31 K grams/delay

Number of holes= 13

Depth of holes; I0 meters l

Number of dslaymz 26

Time bet_4een delays; 14 mseconds
Total time of blast; 350 mseconds

Blas_ face or_entatlonz Southeast
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Quarry Blast No. 18

Distance from home to blast: 1128 meters
Direction of home from blast: North :

Home construction: 1 floor, wood frame, with basement

Wind direction ou_ of the_ South

Wind upsed: 24 K meters/hour

Temperature: 21°C

Temperature pro_ile_ Lapse
Cloud oover_ Clear

Depth o_ blast below grade level: 45 meters _

Total charge o_ blast: 419 K grams _'Maximum charge per delay: 31 K grams/delay

Number of holem: i0

Depth Of hole_ 1O meturs

Number of delays! 20

Time between d_lays; 14 mseconds _i
Total time of blast_ 2_6 m.econd_

Blas_ face orientationz East
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